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SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN
VOL. 41.

NO. 10T.

SANTA FE, N. M., FRIDAY, JUNE 24, 1904.
THE NOO HOO

NO JOINT

HOUSE DESTROYED

STATEHOOD

rire

13
Supposed to Have Started
From an Electric Light Wire

ROOSEVELT
"Recalcitrant Republicans"
New

What
Calls

is

Mexico's Delegate
Thosse Opposed to the Merger.

RANG OUT

Charles Swayze Shoots Miss
St. Louis, June 24 A fire, which for
in His Private Office
a time threatened the Texas and many
other buildings at the World's Fair,
Then Jumps to Pavetoday, destroyed the Hoo Hoo House,
ment Below.
with a loss of 50,000. It is

supposed
to have started from an electric light
wire.
The house of the Hoo Hoo was one
of the first buildings finished for the
exposition. It was erected by the lumbermen of the United States and the
rooms were constructed of different
fine, rare woods.
Fearing that rhe
lexas building would be destroyed.
the women of that state worked hero
ically to save the precious relics of
Sheets were taken
early history.
from the beds in the building and used
to carry the relics to places of safety.
One point of the star shaped building
of Texas is within 75 feet of the Hoo
Hoo House and in the large first floor
room of this point the relics have been
on exhibition.
Nothing but the fact
that the wind was not blowing towards it, saved the Texas building.

PIBY

RUSSIANS

Loss $50,000.

The National Convention at Chicago Gave Hon. B. S. Rodey
the Marble Heart.

8R0DIE POSTS

TWO SHOTS

rd

DEFEATED
They Attack the Enemy at
Yang Pien Men'and Are Repulsed and Forced to

Retreat.

LETTER EXPLAINS

FORAY WAS

UNSUCCFQor"'

A GREAT

Summary of the Climatic Conditions
in the Territory Santa Fe Has
Lowest Maximum Temperature.

COUNTRY

The report for May of the New .Mexof the climate and crop So Says Charles M. Bregg, Staff
service was issued yesterday from the
Correspondent of the Gazette
press of the New Mexican Printing
and the Chronicle Telegraph
on
first
contains
It
the
page
Company.
a greeting from the new section direcat Pittsburg.
tor, Charles E. Linney, who recently
succeeded R. M. Hardinge. transferred.
The following is the greeting;
POSSIBILITIES
"On the afternoon of the 6th day of GRAND

Ai ico section

.p-

TRAGEDY

WEBBER.

-

or'

'

'

ther Bureau
New

Mexi-ro-

p

ser-asse- d

Santa

Fe's

Magnificent
He Accuses the Woman of Causing H1
to Lose His Place as Assistant Su-

perintendent

me
have

AUtmpt
the f

I

be-eel- y

of House of

Beautiful
Climate--Singl-

e

Statehood

Location and
Believes in
for the

Territories

The following notes of the Republivis-isM.
Charles
Correction.
can national convention at Chicago,
Bregg of Pittsburg,
To!.
which adjourned yesterday, are taken
Pennsylvania, staff correspondent of
.ith the Pittsburg Gazette and the Pittsfrom the St. Louis
and
Detroit, Michigan. June 24 Charles
burg Chronicle Telegraph, each having
are of especial interest to New Mexico.
Swayze, employed by a life insuran
a large circulation and being of inHowever, the intimation that Governor
company, today shot Miss Effie Alvord
fluence not only in the Smoky City,
Otero, H. O. Biirsum and the majority
twice while the couple were in the p .
but also throughout the great state of
of New Mexico delegates worked for
vate office of the company's suit on the
a joint. t::atehood plank in the national
Pennsylvania, is in the city en route
eleventh floor of the chamber of comI to San Francisco.
..ast
He has a roving
.1.
is
erroneous.
If
platform,
anything,
merce building, and then jumped from
commission to write feature stories
they worked against such a plank and
the window himself. He died a Jew
om time to and impressionistic articles on the
succeeded in their effort. Says the
moments after he struck the pave
of observa-- . people whom he meets and the counuu.is
first dispatch, dated Chicago, June 21:
ment. Miss Alvord was not seriously
TENDERED
HIS
our cor- - try he will traverse from Colorado to
RESIGNATION
of
umber
Delegate Rodey. who represents New
hurt. Shortly after she entered the
. ..is
a id reporters, and uther-- . the coast. To a representative of the
.
n.
Mexico in Congress, is here. He and a
h
General
ui
y
private office, a struggle was heard,
tin-- . New Mexico serto
New Mexican Mr. Bregg said:
smail coterie of followers have heen
Japanese right flank. The lse andimprov
E. Huntington, Vice President of then screams which were followed by tposc t::
I trust that, I shall also have
"I have been remakably impressed
vice,
and
almost,
iaountainous,
country
making an effort to have the convena
the Southern Pacific Company
quick succession of shots. Wher,
in this.
ion
with
your
hearty
aleverything I have seen and heard
tion adopt a resolution declaring for
for
impossible
operations,
cavalry
Will Act No Longer in That
the door was broken open Miss Alvord
"Mr.
to
I came into
since
Hardinge
this Territory, its
Syracuse.
goi,s
is
statehood.
ideal
He
with
for
meeting
joint
infantry movements, New York, to assume
was discovered on the floor. The oc though
Capacity.
of that vastness, the splendid variety of its
charge
hence
the
small encouragement, because the diswhich
upon
cavalry
forays
cupants of the building across the
station, and, in leaving New climate and the evidences of entercovery was made soon after he began
New York, June 24 H. E. Hunting- street say that Swayze attempted tq the Russians have greatly depended to important
Mexico, carries with him most kindly prise that I have seen on every side.
inefthe
harass
have
his labors that Colonel Brodie, a warm ton has tendered his
Japanese
proved
resignation as vice throw the woman out of the window.
regard for the Territory and its excel- - At Las Vegas and above the route of
persona friend of President Roose- president of the Southern Pacific Rail- Then the couple disappeared from the fective.
lent people."
the Santa Fe Railway are touches of
Kuropatkin Will Not Give Battle.
velt, who organized a company of way Company. So far as known no window and the shots rang out follow- Climatic Summary.
the vigorous purpose of the people to
St.
24
Spanish-AmericaRough Riders for the
Petersburg, June
Today's
action has- - been taken on the matter. , ed by Swayze's mad plunge. A letter
The following is a summary of the carve out of these mountains, plains
news
from
indithe
war had been in Washington and Marvin
war
of
theater
Hughitt, president of the Chi- was foind which, it is said, explains
climatic conditions i) New Mexico and valleys a country in which life will
presented the matter in such a way as cago and Northwestern, and director the tragedy. It is alleged that the cates that Kuropatkin will not give
the month of May:
during
be worth living. Of my short stay in
to
the
battle
combined
armies under
to completely checkmate anything that of the Union
has been chosen letter says Miss Alvord was responsi- Oku
Pacific,
menn temperature as Santa Fe I can only speak in the most
The
monthly
and Kuroki near Kai Chou.
Delegate Rodey may hope to accom- to succeed Edwin Hawley, whose resig- ble for Swayze's losing the position of
determined from
stations having a enthusiastic way.
Speaking
simply
plish. There will be no resolution in- nation as director and member of the assistant superintendent of a Detroit Doubt is now cast upon the impres- mean altitude of
5,000
feet, was 61.2 from an impressionistic standpoint, my
sion
if
for
several days that
prevailing
dorsing or favoring joint statehood
Southern Pacific executive committee house of correction which he formerly
0.1
d.egree above normal; first impressions of the quaint city
the bulk of the Liao Yang army has degrees, or
the plans of the Republican leaders has just been announced.
the highest was 90 degrees at Alamo-gordHunting held. Miss Alvord is an employe of a been
were overwhelming.
Its calm beauty
it
are carried out.
southward,
advancing
though
ton's
is the second he has sewing machine company but worked
and Carls- jad, the lowest 17 de- under moonlight, the memories of its
The delegation which is here look- placedresignation
before the directors. More in the house of correction when Sway- may be thai Kuropatkin is concentrat- grees at Winso. 's. The highest monthancient civilization with its architec
ing his army in the neighborhood of
ing after this joint statehood matter, than a year
he resigned because ze was there.
Hai Cheng. The only thing that can ly mean was "3.2 degrees at Carlsbad: tural evidences of modern enterprise
and Which hopes to secure the resolu- of differences ago
between the Southern
be stated with certainty is that infor- the lowest 47.6 degrees at Winsor's. and progress, all rose up before me as
tion despite the opposition manifest Pacific and the Pacific Traction
The
properdaily range of tempera- I gazed off to the mountain rims that
'thereto, is composed of Delegate Ro- ties. This was settled and he resum- LE6AL TEST WILL BE MABE mation received by the war office ture greaUst
was til degrees at, San Marcial. surround the city. Santa Fe's climate
corrttnit-teemaintenno
shows
has
Solomon
national
that
Luna,
dey,
Kuropatkin
ed his office.
;
M. A. Otero, Governor of the
tion of seriously contesting the Jap- The 30tr. day was generally the warm- seems to be ideal and I shall later avail
of the month, and the ;!d the cold- myself of its splendid and
ReIn
the Colorado Supreme Court of
anese advance on Kai Chou, which est
Territory; Major W. H. H. Llewellyn,
That you people are alive
cent Decision Upholding Governor Kvould seem to carry with it. the deci est..
qualities.
W. G. Sargent, D. J. Leahy. W. E. CHANGES IN THE CABINET,
to the future possibilities of this great
Precipitation.
Peabody and Militia.
sion to practically abandon the entire
O. Bursum,
all dele-pate- s
Dame, H.
The average monthly precipitation empire of the southwest there is
to the convention: W. H. Greer,
peninsula to the enemy arid would neButte, Mont., June 24 The Butte cessitate the withdrawal of troops of 32 stations was 0.73 of an inch, or plenty of evidence, but I wonder that
an alternate, an:i F. A. Hubbell, terri- Resignations of Secretary Cortelyou
0.39 below normal; the greatest month- you are not even more sensible of the
'
Miners' Union has decided to donate from New Chwang.
and Attorney General Knox
torial chairman.
ly amount was 2.70 inches, which oc- lavish gifts that nature has bestowed.
to
to
as
Been
Colorado
Have
the
miners
$25,000
Accepted.
Delegate Rodey made a statement
curred at Eagle Rock Ranch; while
sist in pressing the legal test to be
"My visit has not been primarily desaid
that
the
he
which
in
tonight
was
at
none
recorded
and
Deming,
only
voted
to political affairs, but I have
24
in
Court
the
Colorado
made
June
GOLD
BIG
President
Washington,
Supreme
STRIKE.
New Mexicans were somewhat divided
a trace at Alamogordo. Gage and learned enough to understand why
on the joint statehood question, but Roosevelt today made the following an- on the decision upholding the military
Strauss. Snow fell at a few of the statehood for both New Mexico and
that about half of them, of whom he nouncement regarding changes in the government in the suspension of haRed
River
Taos
altitude stations. The average Arizona is a question of intense imDistrict,
cabinet.
beas
H.
William
higher
Mining
and
MassaPresident
of
corpus
allowing
Moody
seemed to be the head, were reconciled
number of days on which 0.01 of an portance to the present and future
County Sylvanite Ore Running
to the jointure of the territories of chusetts, has been appointed attorney Moyer of the Western Federation of
$1,600 to the Ton.
inch, or more occurred, was four.
in jail without
prospects of the people of the terri
New Mexico and Arizona as one state. general. Paul Morton of Illinois, secre- Miners to remain
Relative Humidity.
of
tories. I can also very easily underof
him.
The
H.
Victor
the
of
Metcalf
tary
charges
navy,
right
against
In this they are joined, he said, by a
The monthly mean relative humidity stand why joint statehood, under the
George B. Paxton, managing direct
secretary of commerce and Governor Peabody and General Bell to
majority of the delegates from Okla- California,
a
or of the Red River Copper Company at Las Vegas was 43 per cent; at
also
labor.
will
The
miners
without
of
trial,
plan suggested, can only result in
deport
resignations
He
Indian
Secretary
and
homa
the
Territory.
39. Ob- harm and confusion while at the same
at
Fe
and
in
18,
Santa
Park
Red
River
in
the
Butte
be
district,
miners.
and
the
mining
tested
Knox
General
by
Cortelyou
Attorney
took: the position that as it was the
Taos County, who is temporarily
in servations are taken at Mesilla Park time destroying all precedents in the
Military Commission in Session.
settled policy of the Republican party have been received and accepted to
Cripple Creek, June 24 The mili- this city, has just received a letter at 8 a. m., and 5:30 p. m., and at Las admission of territories.
to make but two states from the four take effect on Julv 1.
"My short stay in the Territory distary commission held an all day ses from that section regarding the new Vegas and Santa Fe at 6 a. m. and 6
territories, there should be a plankin
sion to dispose of the cases of the 100 strike recently made there. This from p. m.
qualifies me for specific opinion, but
the platform to that effect. This
Clouds.
I am sure the best sentiment of both
EXPECTEB AT TANGIER,
union men now imprisoned in the var all accounts seems to be a great one
course, he believed, would drive recalThe
number of clear days territories will disapprove joint stateMr.
indeed.
Paxton's
in
ious
average
district.
bull
and
the
correspondent
pens
jails
citrant Republicans, as he termed
"There is a boom on, and they was 19; partly cloudy. 9: cloudy, 3. At hood, even though it be offered as a
Colonel Edward Verdeckberg, the com- says:
them, in both Arizona and New Mexico,
Communication
From Perdicaris
are
in by the twos, fours and Santa Fe there was 77 per cent of the last resort.
said
coming
officer,
that
upon
today
manding
who still hope for separate statehood,
and Varley States That They Are
"I am so charmed with Santa Fe, its
Denof
Bell
up Bitter Creek and stak possible sunshine: 8 days with 100 per
sixes,
the
from
General
return
hiking
into the party. He thought that the difLeaving
Lasculy.
whole
the
ver tonight or tomorrow, arrange- ing
country adjacent to cent, and none without sunshine.
delightful climate and beautiful situaferences between the faction advocatWind.
tion that I shall return, after a brief
ments will be made for the deportation Lachiniches' Independence mine. John
ing this sort of a plank and the one
June 24 Consul Gener of
movement at Santa visit to the coast, and spend some
wind
total
The
Washington,
Lachiuiche
and
Louis
Marchino
have
no
criminal
whom
prisoners against
urging a mere generality as a declara- al Gummere in a cable dispatch to the
made by long odds the best strike ev Fe was 6.6tS miles, or 8.9 miles per time in this vicinity. We eastern peo
tion in the matter, would be carried to state department dated Tangier today, charge is made.
er
made in New Mexico. They have hour; highest velocity 46 from the ple have heard much of Santa Fe and
New
Mexico.
to
to
Extend
Strike
the floor of the convention.
that says a communication just re
over six feet of ore and 2G southeast on the 2d ; at El Paso the to vicinity and are investing some monat
24
of
member
present
June
Pueblo,
Every
New Mexico Delegation Organizes. ceived from Perdicaris
and Varley the order of United Mine Workers of inches of what looks like sylvanite. tal movement was 8.618. or 11.6 miles ey in New Mexico enterprises, but I
The delegation from New Mexico or- states that
Mr. Gardiner of the Anaconda assay per hour: highest velocity 48 from the am convinced the half has never been
they are leaving for Lasganized as follows: Chairman, Gover- culy. Gummere exnects them to ar America in the fifteenth district, comhas given assays of over $1,600, southwest on the 24th. The prevailing told."
office,
and
prising Colorado, Wyoming, Utah,
nor M. A. Otero: secretary, W. E. rive in
in direction for the Territory was from
Tangier tonight.
$1,300 in gold and the balance
New
Mexico
to
will
be
called
out
supW.
H.
credentials
committee,
Dame;
is the west.
immense
and
silver.
is
It
simply
in
its
Trinidad
the
busiport
of
H. Llewellyn; rules and order
contingent
fl HORSE THIEF CAPTURES.
Santa Fe's Summer Climate.
to
a
bound
make
The
rock
camp.
will
in
grow
significance
ness, W. E. Dame; permanent organi- THE STREETS ARE RIVERS. strike, which
is
cool
Fe
To
Santa
the
that
is
mass
of
each
prove
a
gold bulbs,
from local to national importance. roasted
zation, W. G. Sargent; resolutions, H.
Such was the decision of the conven- as large as a grain of corn. The pros- est city in the Territory and has an His Companion Escapes Over the
O. Bursum; honorary vice president,
ideal summer as well as winter cli
F. A. Hubbell; to notify nominee for Heavy Rainfall in Concordia Causes a tion of miners of the fifteenth district pectors are coming in such a rush and
Mexican Border, Though Wounded
mate, the following maximum temperef- are so enthusiastic that they are stakAll
here.
has
which
to
adjourned
Governor
just
Destructive
Floods
Much
Otero;
notify
Stock
President,
by Sergeant McCauley.
of
of
1904.
month
for
the
atures
May,
forts to compromise or settle the ing every bit of ground in sight, and
D. J.
nominee for Vice President,
Drowned.
in
towns
the
the
of
some
them
have
Territory
their
principal
locating
put
strike will cease.
Jesus Mesa, wanted in La Luz. on
Leahy; national committeeman, Solostakes on the June Bug claim which are quoted from the report: Alamo- die charge of horse stealing, has been
mon Luna.
Concordia, Kansas, June 24 A de90
99
de
has been patented years ago. Every gordo
degrees; Albuquerque
The delegation expressed no prefer- structive flood was experienced here
by Sergeant McCauley of the
carisbad 99 degrees; Deming captured stationed
ence for a vice presidential nominee as the result of a fall of four and a THE INCIDENT IS CLOSED. one is feeling elated over the strike. s grees;
at Fort Hancock,
rangers,
96 degrees: Fort Bayard 92 degrees;
is
mine
about
The
Independence
to the sheriff at El
over
turned
and
and took no action on the tariff ques- half inches of rain. The principal
86
96
Los
Lunas
Las
degrees:
of a mile from Pooler's MemVegas
tion.
Paso. Some time ago, two fine horses
streets are rivers and the cellars of The
Haytien Government Apologizes phis mine to the east and located degrees; Mesilla Park. 96 degrees: Ra- and two saddles belonging to D. M.
No Faith in Statehood Movement.
the business portion are flooded. Much
84
96
of
Roswell
ton
Behavior
Rude
to
for
France
and
River
Red
between
degrees:
degrees:
about midway
Sutherland of La Luz were stolen by
Delegates from Indian Territory, un- stock was drowned at the stock yards.
Palace Guards.
La Belle about four and a half miles San Marcial 97 degrees: Springer 88 two natives who made their
certain as to what action will be tak- One building collapsed bnt no one was
escape toEl Paso.
east of Red River. The western line degrees; Taos S7 degrees:
Mr.
Hancock.
Fort
Sutherland
en by the convention on the subject of hurt.
wards
Paris, June 24 The government has of the Maxwell land grant is near this Texas. 96 degrees, and Santa Fe 77 de- notified Sheriff Boone of the occurstatehood, are making an earnest fight
to send a warship to Port au location but does not reach it."
decided
grees.
rence and the alleged thieves were lofor home rule for all territories pendPrince
demand reparation for the re- to
DELE6ATES
to
the
Union.
admission
VISIT
near Fort Hancock, when the
cated
ing
.cent assault on the French minister
A joint conference of the Oklahoma
sheriff telegraphed the rangers to capGOOD NEWS INDEED.
MURDER.
COWARDLY
by the Palace guards.
v
and Indian Territory delegates may be
ture them. Sergeant McCauley and
EXPOSITION
Haytien Government Apologizes.
In bringheld looking to
of Santa Fe City School District another ranger started out in pursuit
Bonds
Ambush
While
From
Men
Shot
24
The
Three
June
Port
Au
Prince,
and soon came up with the men. Jesus
ing about a declaration for the admisAmounting to $28,000, Sold at Par.
Resting on the Banks of the San
minister has received a letter
Mesa surrendered at once but his comsion of the two territories as one Three Special .Cars Arrived in St. French
Go
to
New
Towards
Proceeds
Juan River.
from the Haytien government apoloLouis Bringing Members of the
fled on horseback towards the
state. Prominent Republicans in both
School
panion
Buildings.
Palace
of
the
for
action
the
gizing
border. Sergeant McCauley
Mexican
territories say they have been disapChicago Convention.
of
board
re
education
Paso
was
in
the
El
received
News
Yesterday
guard in stoning the minister, while
on the fleeing man and
fired
open
pointed so often that they want some
of succeeded in selling ail
the school
St. Louis, June 24 Nearly 1,000 dele- the latter was driving past the Palace cently of the cowardly murder
wounded him with the first shot. The
recognition assuring better conditions
to
Fuller.
worth
of
B.
at
citizen
bonds.
a
there$28,000
James
par,
Maxwell,
wealthy
last
The incident,
in the territories should statehood be gates and alternates to the Reupblican fore Wednesday.
second shot brought the horse down
is regarded as closed.
Baird, Texas, his brother, John Max- Parsons and Snyder of Cleveland. but the wounded
man continued to run
denied. With this end In view they national convention in Chicago, arrivwell, of Globe. Arizona, and Enoch Ohio. The sale of bonds was transact- until he
ask the convention to take a stand In ed in St. Louis today on three special
had crossed the border and
Aried
board
of
education
the
a
from
directly
by
Douglas,
Woodwarth,
guide
DINGLEY BILL ON THE ISTHMUS.
favor of home rule and for the ap- trains to visit the World's Fair.
zona. The three bodies were found with the above mentioned form and at hid himself in a thicket. Mesa, when
June 24 Secretary floating in the San Juan River eight no expense whatever. As soon as a brought to El Paso, admitted his guilt
pointment of residents of a territory
Washington,
to the benches of that territory.
to go back to La Luz and
Taft today issued an order making the miles
north of Opunto and when taken full meeting of the board can be se and agreed
The misspelling of names is charac- the name "Luna," "Luke," and
One of the stolen sadterms of the Dingley act as to tariff out were
his
stand
trial.
will
to
be
riddled
with
be
discovered
cured, arrangements
"Lunu",
completed
t,
in fact "Bursum"
of
teristic of the
and one of the
recovered
rates
was
dles
canal
to
the
strip
applicable
is
been for beginning work on the new school
spelled "Bueseum,"
bullets. The bodies had
s
is "Dame,, "Darne," "Hubbell"
the Isthmus of Panama. He also is- in the water for several evidently
every large city daily
at once and pushing it to an horses located.
"Rubbell,"
having
buildings
days,
chuck full of typographic,
orthogr- "Brodie," "Brody," "Leahy" "Lehy," sued an order providing for the estab- been thrown there by the assassins to early completion. Architect R. H.
ade and other errors against which while in this
same connection yester- lishment of postoffices on the canal cover the traces of the crime. While Rapp of Las Vegas, has been tele- It Is an admitted fact that real estate,
the small mistakes which sometimes day the Denver
ay
Republican spelled strip.
resting on the banks of the San Juan graphed to hold himself in readiness financial men and merchants alt obcreep into the columns of New Mexico "Santa Fe"
to prepare plans and specifications and that quickest and best results are
The proof
from
"Southampton."
were
shot
ambush,
River,
they
dailies, are Insignificant. In the same readers on these big; dailies
The El Paso, Northeastern is the the murderers robbing the bodies and at a moment's notice will begin his tained by advertising in the "New
evidently
Farr.jrajh the
spells
.
:..:a.
jlexicaa."
a
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RICHARD H. HANNA.
Attorney at Law,
Phone 66.
Offices Griffin

M- -

Block- -

EUGENE A. F1SKE,

Attorney and Counselor at La
Santa Fe, N. M.
Supreme and District Court Practic
BENJAMIN M. READ,

r

Santa Fe,

-

J. H. VAUGHN, Cashier.

PALEN, Presides.

N. M.

Office Sena Block.

Palace At

WILLIAM McKEAN,
.

Attorney-at-Law-

Practice in all the Courts, Taos.

HENRY L. WALDO, Vice President
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FIRST NATIONAL BANK

H. H. LLE WELL
.

I

N, M
Y N,

Attorney-at-Law-

Las Cruces, New Mexico,

District attorney for Dona Ana Otero,
Grant, Luna and Sierra Counties!,
Third Judicial District.
CHAS. F. EASLEY.

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

(Late Surveyor General.)
Attorney-at-Law- ,
Santa Fe, i",

M

Land and mining business a specialty!

i States Designated Depositary
aaaeaaa
"When Greek meets Greek,
comes the tug of. war." At '
race at GravesendJ maiv
$Hl(l bills were pass''
makers. Counterfeiters
fi's are a smart lot, but eacn
the better of the other every once
while.
is said that Mayor George
Clellan of Xew York, enjoy- It.
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tehu-- out.

Attorney-at-Law- .

"Mining cases and mineral patents

a specialty."

LAS CRUCES,

Large Sample Boots 3 (or Commercial Ataa.

Mc-

of Oklahoma. New
can caution the
placing too much
promise of speedy inde- Cor-ire- ,
Post.
Washington
especially as far as the
New Mexico are concerned.

so before the United States Suprwne
Court in Washington.
ALBUQUERQUE - - NEW MEXICO.
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ASSURANCE SOCIETY

'

A. B. RENBHAN,
Attorney-at-La-

ace Avenue, Samta Fe, N. M.

Fili-again-

,
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fi.
velt,
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,'inning ticket in 1904; Roose-NeYork, and Fairbanks of
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Deafness Cannot be Cured
by local applications, as they cannot reach
the diseased portion of the ear. There is only
one way to cure deafness arid that is by
constitutional remedies. Deafness is caused
mucous lin
by an inflamed condition of the
When this tube
iriK of the Eustachian Tube.
is inflamed you haye a rumbling: sound or
imperfect hearing:, and when it is entirely
closed. Deafness is the result, and unless the
inflammation can be taken out and this tube
restored to its normal condition, hearing: will
lie destroyed forever; nine cases out of ten
are cnused by Catarrh, which is nothing: but
an inflamed condition if the mucous surfaces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars for any
case of Deafness tcaused by catarrh; that
cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure
Send for circulars free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, 0,
Sold by Druggists. 7"c.
Take Hall's Fumil Dills for constipation

Twice your money's worth at
Bon Ton.

Dec. 31. 1903 . .
New Assurance Issued
in 1903

Assets Dec. 31. 1903 .
Assurance Fund and all
other liabilities
Surplus
Paid Policy holders in

......

307,871.897.50
73,354.138.03
34,949.672.27

1903

JAMES W. ALEXANDER, President.

DR. CHARLES A. WHEELON,
Osteopath.
Na. 10S Palace Avenue.
Successfully treats acute and chronf
diseases without drugs or rnedictne.
No Charge for Consultation.
Hours:
m.,
p. m. Phone 156L

DENTISTS
DR. C. N. LORD.
Office, Kahn Block, over Spitz' Jewelry
Store. South Side of Plaza.
C. O. HARRISON, D. D. B..
OfBce: Over Fischer's Drug Store.
On the Plaza.

(Successor to Dr. Manley.)

Civil Engineers

Albuquerque, N. M.

ad-

RESIDENCE

PIMPLES
"I tried all kinds of blood remedies which failed
to do me any good but 1 have found the right thing
at last. My face was full of pimples and black
heads. After taking Cascarets they all left. I am
them and recommending
continuing the use of
them to my friends. I feel fine when I rise n the
morning. Hope to have a chance to recommend
Cascarets."
Fred C. Witter 7C Elm St., Newark, N. J.

GAXISTEO ST2EET

B

&

Typewriting.

LEW H. BLAKE,
Notary Public.

Santa Fe. N. 11
Calls promptly answered.
Office Phone 76. Residence Phone 151
135

:'

;

'
7- -

'PHONE

r

Building.

141.

Cloudcroft, "Nature's Poof Garden."
IS to September 30, 1904.

First class short order meals at the

Bon Ton.

Will Be Found a Full Line of Table Wines for Family Trade.
t
Orders by Telephone Will Be Promptly Pilled 11

Santa Fe.

FRANCISCO DELGADO,
Santa Fe. N. 11

Season June

Tie Wines!
" "OUR PLACE"
Proo.

Palace Avenue,

Notary Public, Stenographer and Type
writer. Translations
From Spanish into English and from
English into Spanish carefully made.
Office with U. S. Attorney for the)
Court of Private Land Claims, Federal

Nif ht Calls

Best of Refeerxe Given as an EMBALMER.

W. R. PRICE.

For

Surveyors

Stenography and Typewriting.

The book bindery or the New Mexican Printing Company has been so
much enlargea and improved of late
that it is the best south of Pueblo to
the Mexico line and between Dallas,
Texas, pnd 1 os Angeles, California.

o--

Stenography

P. HOGLE

&

JAY TURLEY,
Civil Engineer and Surveyor,
Irrigation Work a Specialty.
U. S. Deputy Mineral Surveyor.
Santa Fe, N. M.

MRS. L. A. HARVEY, Agent,
102 Chapelle St., Santa Fe, N. M

A.

2-- 5

2

Vice-Presiden- t.

EDWARD GRUNSFELD, Manager,

Undertaker and
Funeral Director

!

322.047.968.00
73 718,350.93
381.226.035.53

Income

We did not expec such a run. We
.
from our
have turnc-- '
a,
bindery
larger quantity than ever
and can supply jrpt. for a limited time
a 10 cents per pound. The best paper
is used in making them.
They are
just the thing r offices, stores, and
especially for use in the schools. Come
uick as they will not last long.

Best

$1,409,918,742.00

.

the

Scratch Pads
The last batch
vertised for sale by the New Mexican
Printing Company went like hot cakes.
of

jOSlHEOPATm

Oustanding Assurance

JAMES H. HYDE,

w.

Practices Is the Supreme and Dletrtet
Court. Mining and Land Law a specialty. Rooms 8 and 9, Sena Building, Pal-

OF THE UNITED STATES.
HENRY B. HYDE, Founder.

a

Attorney-at-La-

(District Attorney 2d Judicial District.)
Practices In the District Courts and
the Supreme Court of the Territory, al-

"STRONGEST IN THE WORLD."

ing the coming Democratic
he will have a chance to
make Messrs. Parker and

NEW MEXICO,

FRANK W. CLANCY.

Now Alexico

Santa Fe

Hall is
ss Murphy of Tammany
these
good
days and is
eling
at sore at Judge Alton Brooks
nd former Senator David B.

Mexi-m-

Practices in the District and S
preme Courts. Prompt and careful attention given to all business.
District Attorney for the Counties
of Santa Fe, Rio Arriba. Taos am! Sao
Juan. Santa Fe, N. M.

Practices in all the courts.

WILLIAM VAUGHN, PROP.

i.

E. C. ABBOTT,

Attorney-at-Law- .

EDWARD C. WADE,

, iie Palace Hotel

mint
jUlips at times. This explains Why
Colonel Henry Watterson of the Louisville Courier .Journal is supporting the
"rotham mayor for the Democratic
mination for the presidency,

r;

j

V.

MAX. FROST,
Attorney at Law.
Santa Fe : : : : New Mexico

EDWARD L. BARTLETT,
Lawyer, Santa Fe, New Mexico. Offlco
in the Capitol.

Lacome, Ptopiieto

ed by
del eg;

i'ac-ln-

W,

SAJTTA

at Law.

Attorneys

Attorney-at-Law- ,

1

tional
and va
conven
THE HARMONY WHICH DOES NOT the Repu
EXIST AMONG THE DEMOCRATS. Philadelphia
of the comm.
The time for ihe holding of the
ported the platfoi
Democratic national convention at St. membei
of the Un1 V" Statt
near
and
nearer
is
Ixmis
aunroaching
"ssion which m,
ish
high p
joint
harof
er and vet there are no signs
the adjustment
in
in
Quebei
mony in the party, in fact the biiter- , of Canadiie
ind was chair-ethe
between
ness of the strife
of
high coin-tman
and
volume
lions is increasing
the Uni-;0- .
vpnoin rieht along and certainly does
1897, to
S
not forebode success for the nominees sueoee.
Tieniocrat.
a
will
prove
of the convention. This
$97. and
at large but and too,
good thing 'for ili' country
"rra of
was re-e- i
the
to
disastrous
naturally
inato.
veiy
if
service,
schemes and ambitions of the politi- will expire
cians anil aspirants for the nominaSenator Fa
tions in the gift of the convention. ed from his
facThe newspapers of the several
years, has beei
tions are not letting up and are giving many leading ci.
solar
the'
plexin
it to iheir opponents
State. His reputa,
us wherever ami whenever possible successful and gre.;
enstrenuous
great
activity,
with
and
he fully deserves,
ergy and brutal strength. Among the proves lhat for man
newspapers that are supporting Judge been in the front rank
Alton Brooks Parker, is the New York cans
of, his state and th
Times, an influential paper in Gotham. is thoroughly versed in p
The paper has no more use for Mr. a man of irreproachable pu
folBryan or Mr. Hearst, or any of their
vate character, a brainy ma.,
lowers in the Democracy than the devil resourceful, patriotic, strong
is said to have for holy water. It tachment to his country ami
makes no hflfles about the situation
; a line
parlimentarian ani
.nTf 'pounds Judge Parker's opponents, party
fitted to pe.,
thoroughly
way
ery
It gives
included.
daily. Sunday's
incumbent i
duties
the
important
them no rest, believing that they are the vice president of this great
recent
a
In
it.
too wicked to deserve
tion. Indiana, while Republican, ft,
editorial upon u e
has always been considered by;
years
simauon. r. s iv t uuiu mc puumvi - many of the politicians of both politiopthat
hard and heavy and declares
cal parties as somewhat, doubtful.
ponents of Judge Parker's nomination With Senator Fairbanks as the Republabor under certain visible disadvan- lican candidate for the vice presidency,
tages. They can make no show at all this element of danger is entirely elimsave by a union with the Bryan-Hearinated from the canvas, as he is very
But whenever any evinondescripts.
popular and well liked among the peocoalition
dence of such a loathsome
ple of his state, regardless of politics.
Demo-crat- s
comes to light it simply sends
home he will not only poll the entire
At
who though in doubt are sensible Republican vote, but will also gain
scurrying into the Parker camp. toThen, from Democratic, and other sources.
take
they are unable to get anybody
Throughout the country, he is considseriously the candidates they mention. ered as a safe and trustworthy man in
of
mention
Everybody knew that their
every respect, of the si.e necessary to
Mayor McClellan was insincere. They the proper performance of duties of
Franare now talking of
that exalted position, hence be will
cis of Missouri. Mr. Francis is a Demvotes throughout the country, in
.gain
ocrat of the sound and noble type the New
England states in the Atlantic
whom it would be a pleasure to support commonwealths,
in the middle states,
World's
the
But
for the Presidency.
in the central sections, in the northPair at St. Louis demands all his time west, in the southwest, in the Rocky
and attention. He has given hostages Mountain states and on the Pacific
to foruine in accepting the presidency
for the Republican presidential
ofnat exhibition: he is obliged to see slope
ticket and the Republican candidates
"'the undertaking through to the end. St. for electors.
Louis and Missouri would have just
ground for the charge of neglect of
of Anglesey has gone
The
duty and the repudiation of a peculiar- into theMarquis
court and the acbankruptcy
he
should
drop
ly serious responsibility
counts
he
show
that
managed to con- the exposition now to engage in poliof
tract a debt
$3,000,000 in six years.
tics.
a great finanis
This
fellow
evidently
who
Mr.
Folk,
They talk, also, of
too circumscribed
has done a splendid work in punishing cier, but England iscome
to the United
he
the thieves at St Louis. Conspicuous for him. Had
could
increased
have
be
easily
States,
for
"mentioned"
reformers are always
to $:J0,000,000, as eastern
the nomination. It is not forgotten the amount,
that Mr. Tilden's reform of the canal people are always anxious to put up
of the English
iif him money tor members
'
the candidate of his party in 1876. But peerage.
Mr. Folk is not in any danger of being
Hotel rates durin the St. Louis con- summoned from his field of duty to ac- cent the leadership of the Democratic vention will b very high. This may
bring about a short meeting of that iparty.
Funniest of all, they talk of Robert llustrious body, unless Mr. Hearst or
E. Pattison of Pennsylvania. Mr. Patti-son'- s some other philanthropic candidate for
political sun set. forever in 1896, .the presidency pays the bills. Should
when he answered with silence or with the latter be the case, the delegates
a cold denial Mr. Harrity's telegrams will be happy to sacrifice themselves
imploring his permission to transfer for a week or a month or even longer
the vote of the Pennsylvania delegates in the sweltering July weather of the
to some other candidate, in order to Mound City.
stay the appalling set of tide toward
Cable dispatches say that General
Bryan. There stands the record Pattison 95 on the first ballot, and 95 on Kuroki, the commander of the Japanthe fifth and deciding ballot. Worse ese troops operating against General
than that. Mr. Pattison was entirely Ktiropatkin's Muskovites, has fully rewilling to accept the nomination after covered from an attack of typhoid fevit was known that the convention er. If this is the case. Kuropatkin may
would adopt a free silver platform. expect lively times, for if Kuroki has
The name of Robert E. Pattison may done so well while sick., what will he
as well be left out of the discussion. do when fully restored to health?
Everybody understands, of course,
r
wing
that the hope of the
The Liberty Bell is attracting much
that
part of the attention
of the party, except
in St. Ivouis.
The people
of
is
made
r
up
wing which
see someto
anxious
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wing, still clings to
the Bryan-Hearthe
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of
past 30
thing
liberty
during
the delusive hope that Mr. Cleveland years under the corrupt Democratic
is
real
their
He
may be nominated.
state machine and a still more corrupt
candidate. All the Others are shoved Democratic state government,
they
If
of
scenery.
as
pieces
forward merely
have had very little chance in that
the
Mr. Cleveland had not forbidden
line.
use of his name, the opposition to
forbe
course
of
Judge Parker would
The reorganizes expect that Mr.
midable. But Mr. Gorman, Mr. Murwill sing his last political swan
Bryan
make
cannot
rest
of
them
phy, and the
St. Louis. They are mistaken.
at
song
Cleveland.
Mr.
an organized effort for
He is too young and strong for that.
to
the
trust
must
opportunities
They
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WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS
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anti-Parke-

anti-Parke-

P. F. HANLEY

CANDY CATHARTIC

DEALER QT

Pleasant. PkUtable. Potent. Taste Good. Do Ooofl,
Never Sicken, Weaken or Gripe. 10c, 85c, Mc. Never
old in bnlk. The genuine tablot stamped OCO.
Guaranteed to enre or your money back.
Sterling Remedy Co., Chicago or N.Y. 595

ANNUAL SALE. TEN MILLION BOXES

It will pay

7011

to advertise.

Try.

it

Fine Wines, Liquors r Cigars
Use.
and Native Wines for
Family
OUR Jinjported
SPECIALTIES Old Crow, McBrayer. Qockeahelme?
Rye, Taylor
and Panon, Old Jordan end Monogram, Ky., Whiskies.
.
SANTA FR N.
SFRANCISCO STRGCT

m

Sz-t- z

SKIN DISEASES
The Outcropping of Bad Blood.

While not always painful these are
aggravating beyond
expression. With few exceptions they are worse in spring
and summer, when the system begins to thaw out and the
skin is reacting ami making extra
efforts to throw off the
poisons that have accumulated during the winter months.
uu,1 anu pnupies, rashes and eruptions of every
kind make their ap- o. a. s. is a cood medicine. I
pearance, and Eczema and
keep it in tha
Tetter the twin terrors of House all the while. It is an excellent
tonic to
to
grive
the
tone
to all the
and
strength
system
skin diseases Nettle Rash
It
and
gives
and
energy
appetite
Poison Oak and IVV, and one feel better in every way. I have found makes
it also
such other skin troubles as an excellent blood purifier. For months I was
troubled
an
durinewith
on
skin
the
remain
nuiet
ftmalta
itching
eruption
and tried specialists and many remedies to
the COW weather break out face,
but s. s. S. is the only medicine that
ffeta
afresh to torment and dis- - seemedcur6(
to relieve. I am now comparatively free
burnfearful
of
this
bv
tract
their
eruption. I think a great deal of your
itr'liitio- ntirl
medicine, believing ittoto be the best blood purlstinging.
the world
ing,
flerand tonic known
MRS. FRANK HORNER,
A course of S. S. S. now will
St.
Seventh
30
East
the
enrich
and
blood,
purify
reinlorce ana tone up uie general system, ana
carry off the bodily impurities through the proper
channels. The skin, with good blood to nourish it,
remains smooth and free of all disfiguring eruptions.
Send for our book on diseases of the skin, and write
us if you desire medical advice or any special information. This will cost
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, CA.
you nothing.

"
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Many Questions Propounded to
and Answers Wanted From
the Bureau of Immigration.

FROM MANY

SECTIONS

ore-ans-

to-da-

Territory Attracting Much Attention as
Shown by the Many Letters Received and Inquiries Made.

rue correspondence
is

of Immigration

of the Bureau

right
along and at times very curious ques
tions are asked and a great deal of information is demanded by people who
want to know something about this
grand Territory, but know precious
little about it. Some of the epistles
are very interesting and give a i,ur
idea of the general ignorance obtaining
throughout this country concerning
New Mexico. The New Mexican from
T"
WHITE'S CREAM
a great big bunch of such letters has
selected a few in point.
Most in Quantity.
Bet in Quality,
Fred G. Burrows of San Francisco,
wants to know :
California,
Has
Warm
Led &l
Far 20 Years
Remedies,
'Would ;ou be good enough to fur
BV AXmXa DR.X7G&ISTS.
nish information concerning your ter
ritory, or if not able to do so direct
me to the proper person. The followitf.
For Sale By FISCKER DRUG COMPANY, Santa Fe,
ing questions suggest information de
sired
Is there an opportunity for a
"1,
young man familiar With farming and
the handling of stock as it is done in
California to establi h himself in the
stock business in New Mexico?
"2.
Are sure indications ol som form of stomach
Given such a man with $2,060
trouble, biliousness or a bad liver. Malaria will
cash capital and a monthly income of
next overtake you. Don't risk it. and above all.
$50 how long will it ,e before his busidon'ttake calomel or quinine both are dangerous
ness is on a paying basis.
":!. Is it possible to lease
public
land; and if so at what figure?
"4.
If public land can be leased
has all their virtues none of their
what amount, would be necessary and
how much can any one person lease?
deadly effects. HERBINE taken
"5.
regularly will forestall headaches, put
If the amount of land leasable
the digestive organs in perfect condione
by
person is limited, can two or
tion, head off biliousness, headaches,
more members of the same firm lease
liver ills, keep you in good health.
land separately?
TRY IT
If public land is leasable are
"6,
All Druggists.
50o 8l Bottle.
fences necessary?
"7.
When is the country at its
HERBINE is sold and guaranteed by FISCHER DRUG COMPANY, Santa Fe best; and when at its worst?"
Z. T. Gillespie of Chase. Indian Ter
ritory, is after information in this
shape:
"I want to know something abotit
New Mexico. Can a person homestead there yet? What kind of soil
have you? Is it. a good farming coun
try? Can a person raise all kinds of
grain there? Does it ever rain there?
Fallow tfc VUgt
Do you have to irrigate to raise grain?
What kind of water have you? Tp it
NIAGARA
mostly settled up by Mexicans?"
C. E. DeWeese of Sidney. Ohio, in
FALLS
CHICAGO
quires:
"Would you kindly inform me as to
NEW YORK what
DETROIT
land is open to settlement in
New Mexico? If there is any Indian
BOSTOR land or public lands open to settle
BUFFALO
ment?"
Station.
C. R. Gallaway of Bryant
SB.
K.TSTP
Tennessee, is after timber lands and
m asks:
m,orti Hd Oely Uoe JUeoloR Orer Be Hm Treek Iro Kantat City
'Will you be so kind as to give me
at. Loeli to HUf r TeUe serf Buttle Wtek All Medera Ooer.Dlenc.
all the information you can in regard
to the timber resources of your Terrias I have money which I would
tory,
ervtce Unexcelled
Tlscse an
to invest in some cheap (or reas
ike
Three SelW Fast Tkroagh Train Daily onably cheap) well timbered land; and
I
prefer land with a good growth of
In the eele. red cedar or black walnut on it.
eervee
Utah
Wtto.
Vte
aH
Ueketa
o
rl
flowed
Nlegure
Slop-oTeof Conooe
"I also enclose a few pages cut from
tMd Wabash Peleee DtateR Cars. For further lafenMtkm Inquire
Bulletin No. S on San Miguel County
R. t BIOKOW, MM Afe,
or eddreee
and wish to know if the cedar spoken
of in it is the red cedar like what we
have here in Tennessee and what kind
of timber is red spruce and for what
used and what is its commercial value.
You will note the bulletin says nearly
all the timber is on government land;
now upon what terms can this land be
At
secured from the government.
what per cent can money be loaned in
your Territory and what is the rate of
taxation."
B. E. Cagle, Ceres. Noble County,
Oklahoma, wants information concern
ing eastern Valencia County, and says:
"I am informed by a Mr. A. B. Cray-crofwho was with the Geological
Survey in New Mexico, that it is possible to farm successfully in Valencia
County and Torrance County, and I
therefore inquire of you. Please send
me all the data at your command in
regard to that section. How deep to
water? Nature of soil, altitude, etc.
Please write me at once as a great
number must emigrate."
Charles Wellisch of New York City
is 'anxious to make a homestead but is
evidently not well nosted upon the
"No trouble to
questions
matter. He asks:
"Please kindly give me information
land given
concerning
FAST. away to would-b-government
settlers, i. e. prices
-land, cattle, etc., also what is raised
TlAIJI of
best and if possible kindly give me an
estimate for starting to farm."
John G. Barrett of Osceola. Indiana,
is well pleased with Otero County and
writes the Bureau:
"I have just returned from Alamo-gordo- ,
New Mexico, and am well
pleased, so much so that I am going to
Leaves El Paso Daily at 6:50 p. m. Mountain Time.
dispose of my holdings here and move
there. I am also getting up a colony
This handsome solid vestibuled train Direct connections made for all poiata of twenty-fiv- e
or thirtv people of our
Southeast.
and
Shreve-porEast
t
North,
inns through to New Orleans,
We intend taking
northern
farmers.
ls
and
other
rates
For schedules,
and St. Louis without change.
a
outfit
of
pumps, engines
complete
Carries through sleepers Los Angeles formation caU on or address,
well supplies, so that each one will
.tJiiJU.
...
to Chicago and intermediate points.
have his own irrigation system. What
I want is about twenty-fiv- e
pamphlets
R. W. CURTIS
or Bulletins No. 12 of Otero County for
The Alamogordo Imdistribution.
Southwestern Passenger Agent
provement Company is giving me some
EL PASO, TEXAS
assistance in the matter. I would like
B. P. TUK2TO
IV. O. I,BONARD
data you may be able to furnish
Csn. Passenger and Ticket Acjmm any
Traveling Passenger Agene
me on that section. It is now a good
DALLAi, TEXAS
CL PASO, TEXAS
S
tisie ic:" the v:?rl: as cur ?e?r'.2 are

increasing
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much discouraged as we are today
having cold weather and having a
snow storm when we should be plowing
and preparing the ground for planting.
will not take any people there with
less than $2,000 cash as the country
has more people there without the
means than the country should have
now. Please let me hear from you."
1

THAT THROBBING HEADACHE.
Would quickly leave you, if you used
Dr. King's New Life Pills. Thousands
of sufferers have proved their matchless merit for sick and nervou headaches. They make pure blood and
build up your health. Only 20 cents,
money back if not cured. Sold by the
Fischer Drug Company.
HANNA INSURANCE AGENCY,
Writes Fire, Life and Accident Insurance.
Offices Griffin Block.
Phone CC.

Eat dinner tomorrow and play even
at the Bon Ton.
For sick headache take Chambei-lain'Stomach and Liver Tablets and
a quick cure is certain. For sale by
all druggists.

s

Follow the crowd to the Bon Ton.
Via D. & R. G. to St. Louis Exposition
and return. 15 day tickets $40.70; 60
day tickets $48.15: season tickets
S. K. Hooper G. P. A., F. H.
$"7.S0.
McBride, Agt, Santa Fe.
DRIVEN TO DESPERATION.
Living at an out of the way place,
remote from civilization a family is
often driven to desperation in case of
accident, resulting in burns, cuts,
wounds, ulcers, etc. Lay i a supply
of Bucklen's Arnica Salve. It's th3
best on earth. 25c a Fischer Drug Co.
To St. Louis and return for $25.75
via the Santa Fe route. This is a splendid opportunity to see the World's Fair
at unusually low railroad fair. Tickets on sale June 14 and 28.

breads

at

the

Bon Ton.

CURES OLD SORES.
Westmoreland, Kansas, May 5, 1002.
Your
Ballard Snow Liniment Co.:
Snow Liniment cured an old sore on
the side of my chin that was supposed
to be a cancer. The sore was stubborn and would not yield to treatment
until I tried Snow Liniment, which did
the work in short order. My sister.
Mrs. Sophia J. Carson. Allensville.
Miffln County Pa., has a sore &nd mistrusts that it is a cancer. Please send
her a 50c bottle. For sale by Fischer
Drug Co.
The New Mexican r'int-

-

the scw3.

bron-Ichiti-

street, Hutchinson, Kas. writes: "I
have Used Ballrrd's Horehcund Syrup
in my family for 5 years, and find it
the best and most palatable medicine
I ever used " 25c, 50c, and $1.00 at
'Fischer Drug Co.
Notice for Publication.

(Small Holding Claim No. 26iO.)
TJepaktment or ihe Intkkioh.
United States Land Office Santa Fe. N. M.'
Jurif 1, 19 14 Notice is hereby given that the
folli.wingr-iianieclaimant has tiled notice of
In Intention to inaKe nnai proor in support
of his claim under sections Hi and 17 of the
of March . 1891 (26 Stats.. H;il) a amended
V the act of February 21. 1S93 (27 Stilts., til),
and that said proof will be made before
the Keeister or Receiver of the V. S.
Land Office at Santa Fe. N.M .on July go,
904, iz- l'ancracio V de Baca for the Tract
'in See. 4. T. in N.. R. 9 E..N. M. P M. He
tiMiiesthe following witnesses to prove his
actual continuous adverse possession of said
tract for twenty years next oreeedlnff toe
viz: Andres ('. de
auneyof the township,
Baca, of Santa Fe, N. M. . Georee Trujillo. of
N.
M.,
Kennedy,
Apapito Sena. Ambrosio
Pino, of Galisteo, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest against
the allowance of said proof, or who knows of
any substantia reason uuder the laws and
regulations of the Interior Department why
such proof should not be allowed will be
an opportunity at the
giien
e
the wittime and place to
nesses of said claimant, and to offer evidence
In rebuttal of that submitted by claimant.
Mani Ki. R. Otbho. Keglster.

at

How do you know it
it drawn from the
Purity guaranteed
of the U. S. "TeleWine Store."

Lamb fries, sweet

dose

d

Stomach and Liver
Chamberlain's
Tablets Better Than a Doctor's
Prescription.
of Truhart, Va.,
Mr. J. W. Turner,
says that Chamberlain's Stomach and
Liver Tablets have done him more
good than anything he could get from
the doctor. If any physician in this
country was able to compound a medicine that would produce such gratifying results in cases of stomach troubor constipation, his
les, biliousness
whole time would be used in preparing
this one medicine. For sale by all
ruggists.
Pure Whiskey.
is? You can see
original package.
by the government
phone 94." "The

HAVE YOU A COUGH?
of Ballard'." Horehound
Syrup will relieve it. Have you a
cold? A dose of Herbine at bed time
and frequent small doses of Horehound Syrup during lh day will remove it. Try it for whooping cough,
for asthma, for cor umption, for
Mrs. Joe McGrath, 327 E. 1st
A

-

d

Sued By His Doctor.
"A doctor here has sued me for
$12.50 which I claimed was excessive
for a case of cholera morbus," says R.
White, of Coachella, Cal. "At the trial
he praised his medical skill and medicine. I asked him if it was not Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea
Remedy he used as I had good reason
to believe it was. and he would not say
under oath that it was not." No doctor could use a be'ter remedy than
this in a case of cholera morbus, it
never fails. Sold by all druggists.
Notice for Publication.
(Small Holding Claim So. 161.)

Department of the Interior,

United State Land Office. Santa Fe. N M.
that the
June 1, 1904 Notice is hereby given
following-nameclainiint lias filed notice of
mikeflu'-his intention to
proof in supnort
of his claim under sections ii and li of the
act of March lrtl (288tta . .s4i.as amended
by the act of February 21. 1808 (27 Stats.. 470).
and that r said proof will be made befoie
or Receiver of the V. S.
the Regi-teLand Office at Santa Fe, N. M on July 20.
1904. viz: Manuel C, de Baca for the T'act in
Be
See 4. T. 18 St., H. 9 K. N. M. P. M
names the follow ing witnesses to prove hit
actual continuous adverse possession of said
the
tract for twen y years next preceding
viz: Andre- - D de
survey of the township,
Baca, of Santa Fe, N 11. . (Jeorge Trujillo. of
Kennedy. N. M.. N Agapito Sena. Ambrosio
Pino, of Galisteo.
s
to protest against
Any person who
the allowance of said proof, or who knows of
reason
under the laws and
any subst ntial
the Interior Department why
regulations ofshould
not
be allowed will be
such proof
at the
given an opportunity
the wit
time and pNce to
nesses ot saul claimant, and to oner evidence
in rebuttal of that submitted bv claimant.
Manuel R. Otero. Register.
d

l

.

.

.M

above-mentione-

M

WANTS
rND MISCELLANEOUS
FOR SALE
Call afternoons

ADS- -

Household furniture.
at 603 South Galisteo

Street.
FOR SALE A Oensmore typewriting machine in first class condition.
Terms reasonable. Apply at the New
Mexican office.
ANY ONE desiring male help of any
kind please notify Alan R. McCord,
Secretary Capital City Band.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished front
Bath. Close
room, outside entrance.
in. Apply Mrs. W. N. Townsend.
FOR RENT Four room
house,
nicely furnished throughout for housekeeping. Apply New Mexican office.

FURNISHED ROOMS FOR RENT
A few comfortably furnished rooms

with use of bath. Apply at Claire

Ho-

tel.
Five room modern cotAvenue. Bath,
cellar, all modern conveniences. Cheap.
Apply W. N. Townsend.
FOR RENT

tage. Upper Palace

FOR RENT Elks' Hall, formerly
Adam's Hall for balls, parties and all
other public and private use. Apply,
to George E. Ellis, trustee.

Booth's oysters any way you want
them at Bon Ton.
FOR

SALE

Standard

make,

right piano in good condition.
its regular price. Call at Lutz's

One-hal-

upf

resi-

dence on Montezuma Avenue.

FRESH BUTTERMILK.
Every Other Day.
THE WINE STORE.
'Phone 94..
WORST OF ALL EXPERIENCES.
Can anything be worse than to feel
that every minute will be your last?
Such was the experience of Mrs. S. H.
Newson. Decatur, Ala.. "For ;1 years"
she writes, "I endured insufferable
pain from indigestion, stomach and
bowel trouble.
Death seemed inev S
able when doctors and all remedies
failed. At length I was induced to try
Electric Bitters and the result was miraculous. I improved at once and now
I'm completely recovered." For liver,
kidney, stomach and bowel troubles
Electric Bitters is the only medicine.
1
Only 50c. It's guarant
by Fischer
Drug Co.

e

LOOK

A dinner like your mother used to
cook, at the Bon Ton.

AT THE CLOUDS FROM THE TOP

And so see the Silver Lining. You can
do it from OUR TRAINS. We go
above them in places.

Mexican Central Railway
With Its Two Thousand Miles of Track
Reaches All the Principal Places
of Intei est and Note.
Address the undersigned for full and reliable information.
A. G. P. A.,
A. DULOHERY.
City jf Me-'.- o.
raso4
S'ntt

W. D. MURDOCK,

Tvo

Santa Fe New Mexican, Frtiay, Jane 24, J904.
convent of the Sisters of
school at t
Loretto at San Miguel, were passen-- j
ESTABLISH D 1856
INCORPORATED 1903
gers on ji - morning's train for their
home.
southern
die;;, who has been in the
W. .1.
city for ome days, left today for
We carry the best line of
UTZ & DUNN'S
Give your faithful but tired Winter Suit a rest. A few days ago it Pennsyh ilia, his home. Mr. Carley is
oonnecti with tte American Maehin
took courage to wear a Spring Suit. Now it takes more courage to ery Con any of Cincinnati, Ohio,
Judge lohn R. McFie returned at
In the City
F01 Ladies, Mist es and
keep on your Winter "duds." If you knew how many of the very best noon
t
onlay from Albuquerque,
yi
Children
been for several days atdressed men here were wearing Suits bought here you'd be surprised. where h has convention
of the Terri- tending the
TOPSY HOSE
SHOES! SHOES!
torial Sti n day School Association.
S
Geoi- -' Chaves, a well known citizen
IRON CLAD HOSE
For Men and Boys
of east-1- ' n San Miguel County, is ser-a- t
our
and
remember
that
on
For
scale
of
our
Suits,
Is
Men, Women and
Spring
prices
his ranch home near Cuer
iously ill
Every pair guaranteed to
vo and medical assistance from Las
Children.
give satisfaction
Vegas has been summoned in his case.
Geoi-- e B. Monk of the U. S. GeologiGoes with every sale we make. We shall be pleased to show you the cal Survey left this morning via the
Denver & Rio Grande for northern
new things any day, for our garments invite admiration.
New Mexico, to take measurements of
the flo of the streams in that section.
Mrs 1.. H. Brown and Miss Francis
Martin of Deming, left the Wind Mill
City Wednesday for an extended eastK
Leading Dry Goods and Clothing Merchants in the City of Santa Fe. ern trip. They will also visit friends 1
and relatives in New York City before
249-25- 3
San Francisco St. Phone No. J 08
returning home.
Probate Clerk B. Y. McKeyes of
Deming and Deputy IT. S. Marshal
Forbes left that place during the week
J for San Francisco
with three ChinaStylish and
PERSONAL MENTION
men for deportation to the Flowery
j
The only house in the city
Kingdom.
Our Special Sab' will conR.
F.
The
carrying a new and
party
comprising
fishing
Dr. (!. W. Grove has returned 10 Al-- j
McCord
R.
line of
Allen
Crichton
two
and
for
weeks
tinue
family.
buquerque from a visit to Los Angeles, and C. L. Bishop, have returned from
TRIMMED HATS
LADIES'
longer.
California.
Manufacturer of
rm.L I. INK OF
the Upper Pecos where they spent a
Judge W. H. Pope returned yester-- j week fishing. A good time and a catch
F1LI&8EE JEWELfiT-- day from a short trip to Socorro on of
WATCHES, CLOCKS,
plenty of fish are reported.
2
The Lowest Priced House in the City for Fine Goods
legal business.
1. Fen ton and daughter, whose home
SILVERWARE,
Benito Alaril and family are in Las is in Iowa, but who have been spending
Vegas visiting at the home of Mr. several months in Las Vegas for the
ALL KINDS OF DESIGNS IN
and Mrs. Sacarias Valdez.
benefit of Miss Fenton's health, arMr. Amiegh of Boulder, Colorado, a rived here last nisjht and were among
pee Fob Chains,
friend of R. H. Hanna, is in the city those who went to San Juan for the
filigree Neck Chains,
on a visit, to the latter.
celebration today.
an Francisco St.
Filigree Souvenir Spoons,
Dr. and Mrs. John L. Norris of
Mrs. W, H, Whiteman. who has been
Filigree Brooch Pins.
were in the city yesterday the on a visit to Denver, and easten;
Filigree Bracelets,
points, returned to the city yesterday.
guests of Mrs. George Marsh.
While away she visited the St. Louis
Mrs. Ellas Clarke of Plaza del AlcalFiligree Card Cases,
'
de, is a guest at the Sanitarium, She Exposition and soertt some time at
Cape
Missouri, with a
came in last evening.
ponth Side Plaza - Santa Fe
dauf&ter at that place.
.1. W. Orchard of Estancia. who has
John B. Harper, chief engineer in
oeen nere on imsiness, went nome
on the Santa Fe Central.,
charge of the Zuni reservation irrigaFresh Fruits in Season!
Fresh Flowers all the Time!
Julian A. Martinez, a merchant at tion project, is in the city on business, staying at the Alvarado. Mr.
ORKON SIT1.
STRAWBERRIES
Arroyo Hondo, arrived frorii the north
Harper reports the work progressing
on
business.
last evening. Hehere
rapidly on the new reservoir at the
A. H. HarJlefef attorney at
Silver reservation.
Albuquerque Journal.
City who, Ms been quite ill with pneuMr.
Mrs.
and
Frank Dibert, two
monia, is reported as slowly improving.
Are
By Us
Day.
and two sons, Mrs. I. Sparks
daughters
'
' L Lowenthal. representing a firm and two children, and four of the
Next Week They Will Be Their Best & Cheapest
dealing in paper at TopeUa, Kansas, younger Bergere children left this
San Miguel Street, Near the Old Church, Santa Fe, N. M.
looked after business matters here toFe
Central, for
morning, via the Santa
- ai; Antelope
day.
SJM CUT FLOWERS A SPECIALTY
Springs, where they will reFRESH VEGETABLES TWICE A WEEK.
Mrs. W. H. Cosgrove and two daugh- main for several days on an outing.
ters of Silver City have gone to
DECORATIONS
WEDDING BOUQUETS
Josie Keiter of South Bethlehem.
POULTRY EVERY WEDNESDAY & FRIDAY.
where they will spend the
is a visitor in Santa Fe.
Pennsylvania,
FLORAL PSIGNS
having arrived last evening on Santa
Allen R. McCord is again at his Fe train No. 1. He is a guest at the
P. O. Box 457
J0
Telephone Two. 12
desk in the surveyor general's office, residence of Postmaster and Mrs.
after spending some time on the upper Paul A. F. Walter on Palace Avenue.
We Have Just Received Another Car of
Pecos, fishing.
The young man intends to make the
Mr. and Mrs. Lucien Rosenwald have southwest his home.
arrived in Las Vegas from Kansas City s Perfecto Esquibel, treasurer and
and will spend the summer in the
collector of Rio Arriba County
!
Meadow City.
left this morning for his home at
W. McMillan, traveling salesman for Tierra Amarilla, accompanied by his
a wholesale grocery house of Denver, daughter. Miss Margarite Esquibel.
was calling on the grocery merchants who was a pupil during the past year
:
:
for
lb. Sack
For a more complete line of children's ready-mad- e
BOSS PATENT
$J
of this city yesterday.
at the convent of the Sisters of Loretlb. Sack
AO for
dresses and ladies' fine shirt waists at from 75c
CRYSTAL PATENT :
George F. Waugh, commercial trav- to, at San Miguel in San Miguel Couneler out of Trinidad, drove to town ty.
from Lamy this morning and called on
Arrivals on the belated Santa Fe
ap, than that carried by.
Santa Fe merchants during the day.
train No. 1 last evening from Las VeMrs. J. D. Myers of Toledo, Ohio, gas, were E. G. Austin, president, and
who has been a guest of Mrs. George M. N. Chaffin, a member of the New
Kiefer at 215 lrvin Street, left this Mexico Cattle Sanitary Board, to atmorning for Arroyo Hondo, Taos Coun- tend the annual meeting which according to law must be held at Santa Fe
ty.
to determine the tax levy needed to
chiffon-trimme- d
Mrs.
Michaels
and
daintiest
The
ARRIVED:
Francis,
silk,
daughter
JUST
who has been at Sunmount for some pay the expenses of the board' during
the ensuing fiscal year.
days, are now in the St. Vincent's Sanparasols. Boond to please even
C. L. Ballard of Roswell, a member
itarium where they are undergoing
of the Territorial
Cattle Sanitary
treatment.
the most Capricious.
B. W. Robbins, general freight and Board, and who will likely be nominatM
W
ed this fall by the Democrats of the
;7M renders double the service
passenger agent for the Santa Fe Cen- Pecos
counfor
the
Valley
legislative
Ai
of any other writing
tral Railway, went to Estancia this
'Phone 148
was in Santa Fe last evening to atEast Side of Plaza
Catron Block
morning on business connected with cil,
retend the meeting of the board. He
his road.
ports that but little rain has fallen in
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Pollard of DentPecos Valley and that, while the
the
ing, are east on a visit to their old losses of cattlemen are not so
heavy
home in Wisconsin. Before returning as
NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY, Dealers, Santa Fe, N. M.
they were earlier in the season, the
will
at
in
the
World's
take
Fair
they
for grass this fall are growprospects
St. Louis.
ing slimmer every day.
.Mrs. E. H. Salazar, wife of the editor
W. C. Barnes of Dorsey, a member
of El Independiente, and children, of
.1. . CANOBLARIO
Las Vegas, have gone to Santa Rosa, of the Territorial Cattle Sanitary
301 San Francisco St.
Leonard Wood County, for a visit with Board, who has been at Las Vegas the
past few weeks attending to the duties
relatives.
of secretary of the board, was in SanMr. and Mrs. W. D. Lee have reta Fe last evening and left for the
turned from a trip to Denver to which Meadow
City this forenoon. Mr. Barnes
two
their
sons, says that cattle on the
city they accompanied
range in Colwho are on their way
east with fax
are in excellent shape. He
County,
Charles Haynes.
has had rain in his pastures almost evF. A. Edwards, foreman of the bind- ery day
during the past month and
ery of the New Mexican Printing Com declares that Colfax County has thus
pany, left this morning tor Las Vegas far the advantage over every other
on busihess for the company. He will
county in New Mexico in that respect.
return Sunday evening.
He says this is the first time that
r . Li. tsarker. a ranchman in the vi Barnes hasn't .been in the midst of a
cinity of Antelope Springs, after pur drouth when there was one within
chasing supplies here yesterday, re- sight.
MJI
''-W
turned home on this morning's Santa
MMMMF
Fe Central train.
FOUND
On San Francisco Street,
Finder can
W. H. Kennedy, president of the one pair of eye glasses.
IMIMIMF
iMEUt
Santa Fe Hardware and Supply Com have same by calling at the New Mexad.
this
for
ican
and
paying
pany, returned this morning from a
visit to Schenectady,
New York,
where he had been at the bedside of
The best is not too good for the Bon
his mother who was ill.
Ton.
The best place to buy Indian and Mexican Blankets, Pottery and Curios, also
Two daughters of Serapio Romero of
Relies from the Cliff Dwellings. Beautiful Mexican Drawn Work, Box 346,
The New Mexican prints the news.
Estancia, who have been attending
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Guarantee of Style and Service
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SELIGtyAN BROS. CO.
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FRUITS AND FLOWERS

The Clarendon Garden
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DON'T LOOK
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CRYSTAL PATEfiT

Flour
.50

$t

IQjP

MKSStQ

jjiaL

The Hallack

Covers Most Surface,
Wears Longest

Standard iot

50
50

THE OLD CURIO STORE

QKty

and is Made Solely to Resist
the Peculiar Atmospheric
Action of this Dry Climate.
For Sale by

h

Hh.i

W. A. McKENZIE Hardware Store.

IRELAND'S

Leads Them All
FAMODS ICE CREAM

SODA.
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Santa Fe New Mexican, Friday, Jane 24, 1904.
judge gave some account of the first still remains there. During one afterorganization of Sunday schools in noon of the session the first grand jury
England by Robert Raikes, in the lat- of Quay County slipped away and had
MINOR CITY TOPICS
ter part of the eighteenth century, and its picture taken. When finished, the
Attorney at Law and
.M Jt J Jt
J J t J Jt Jt Jt Jt
jt stated that while England was the photograph will be placed In the corof its organization, America led ridors of the new court house which is
Santa Fe train No, 1, from the east place
world far and wide, as to Sunday now being constructed.
was over three hours late last even- the
school membership. The point was eming.
phasized that the best, way to get the
Mrs. M. L. Hurt is confined to her young to attend would be
OFFICIAL MATTERS.
ii? Sao Francisco Street. Santa Fe, N
through the
room with illness and it is expected to example set by the
of the chil- parents
rtEAL ESTATE LOANS.
be some clays before she is out again. idren,"
Civil Service Examination.
Menev
to loan upon real estate secur
A paper addressed to George W.
The United States civil service com- i on
Owing to the fact that we could not
terms.
Sy
is
at
easy
held
New
Nicholas, Geneva,
York,
make our Spanish department as mission announces an examination in
4he postofflce for postage.
ac-as
we
I
desired
this
on
on
secure
and
to
also,
large
HOMES.
city
July 20, 1904,
The regular weekly meeting of San- count of needing the space for our eligibles from which to make certifiI have a nice cottage (double) ats
ta Fe Lodge No. 2, 1. O. O. P., will be American readers we nave made ar- cation to fill vacancies as they may oc oon.s on one side, 4 on the other;
held this evening at 7:30 o'clock at rangements for clubbing with the Daily cur as printers' assistant in the bureau iv.vpr occupies 4 rooms and the rem
Odd Fellows Hall.
New Mexican and El Nuevo Mexicano of engraving and printing, and a skillent for $25 a month; good nelghboi
s
George K. Parsons, left today for the at rates for which the one paper have ed laborer, (female), in the govern- lood: ample space to erect other
Meadow City, where he went to catch been received heretofore, thus giving ment printing office. Applications for
on same street;
an
stables
for the Las Vegas baseball team in our readers more general news for the the examination must be on file in nher outbuildings; the price asked m
the games to be played there with the money than they have ever been offer- - Washington by July 14. Furthern par very low.
Albuquerque team tomorrow and Sun- led before. In view of this arrange ticulars can be secured at the postof
Can sell at a bargain cozy homes ot
ment we will discontinue the Spanish flee from John K. Stauffer, secretary
day,
Manhattan avenue, one a naw stont
of
first
the
next
local
of
after
the
board.
month
and
page
examining
Koury advertises that he has re- will
house with all modern improvement";
Cattle Sanitary Board.
give that page of the Graphic to
ceived a complete line of children's
the
other an adobe-brichouse, 1
of territorial and genThe Cattle Sanitary Board met late
the
ready made dresses and ladies' fine eral publication
grooms;
and
fruit
vegetable garden;
news in English, and will supply last evening at the capitol to certify
shirt waists at from 75 cents up, Also
our Spanish subscribers with El Nue- to the auditor of the Territory the ity water, hydrant and tank; 70 choie
have
silk
chiffon
and
dainty
parasols
currant and raspberrj
vo Mexicano. the best Spanish weekly amount that will be needed by the fruit trees;
; lot SO by 265 feet.
just arrived.
bushes
The stont
in the southwest.
Govboard
the
Doming
ensuing
year.
during
Graphic.
W. H. Goebel, the hardware man,
will
be
louse
rented.
ernor
G.
W.
Auditor
Territorial
Otero,
The regular annual meeting of the
yesterday sold to F. M. Jones, one car
and Territorial Treasurer J.
SAN FRANCISCO STREET.
lot of sewer pipe to be used in his board of trustees of the university of Sargent
was held last night in the H, Vaughn, were notified of the meet-tag- ,
New
Mexico
I have several business
blocks foi
work of conducting the water from the
foras
law
the
the
office of Judge N. B. Laughlin.
requires, but
Those
on this great mart of trade, some
sale
Underflow of the Santa Fe River to Mr.
present were L. Bradford Prince; N. mer two being at Chicago where they of them producing more than eight
Jones' ranch.
B.
Laughlin, Edward L. Bartlett, have been in attendance at the RepubGather wisdom from the squirrel, George V. Knaebel and Arthur Selig-man- . lican national convention, could not be oer cent, net. on purchase price asked
who shrewdly, in season, lays up his
After the general business which present. The secretary of the board,
OTHER BUSINESS CHANCES.
winter store.' Send your savings to the came before the
was dis- who has been seriously ill the past few
I have several other commercial and
meeting
Plaza Trust and Savings Bank of Las posed of, an election of trustees of months, was also unable to attend. The
to submit those
Interesst at 4 the University was held as the terms following members were present E. jusiripsto propositions
Vegas, New Mexico.
enter inerca tile life and to
per cent per annum.
of two of the trustees, N. B. Laughlin G. Austin of Las Vegas, president: W. ;row up with tb new era of prosperity
Lean not upon others, but set your- - and George W. Knaebel. had expired. C. Barnes of Dorsey, acting secretary: inw coming In with the Santa Fe Cenself up as the architect and builder of They were unanimously
The C. L. Ballard of Roswell, and M. X. tral Railway.
your own fortune. One dollar sent election of officers of the board of Chaffln of Las Vegas. The board cerCHURCHES.
through the mail will start your ac- trustees for the coining year was then tified to the territorial auditor, that a
I am authorized to dispose of the
count with the Plaza Trust and Sav- held and the following officers were levy of two mills on the cattle valuaChurch, on the south side.
chosen: President, L. B. Prince: vice tion will be needed as the board's ex
ings Bank of Las Vegas.
to
the contemplated Union
are
jenvenlent
owine
constantly increasing
The one year old daughter of Mr. president, X. B. Laughlin: secretary, penses
to
in
the
stands
more
It
of
Depot.
upon two lots, and will
employing
L.
necessity
C.
Arthur
treasurer,
and Mrs. Thomas Herlow. died yesSeligman;
on the new railroad
lines 'je sold cheap, or the building will be
terday at 6:30 o'clock of cholera in- Bishop. The meeting then adjourned spectors
built, in late years. It is also feared
epa red and leased to responsible parfantum and was buried this afternoon subject to call from the president.
that
the cattle valuation this year will oles.
Charles
from the family residence.
be lower than during the year preTHERE ARE OTHERS.
Wagner was the funeral director.
W. C. Barnes has spent the
vious.
The following notice of a mining lo- TO DETEWHE
Several small houses, some ston
few weeks at Las Vegas, looking
past
cation was filed today with Probate
after the affairs of the board, in place some brick, others frame, upon m
The San Jose
Clerk Celso Lopez:
of
Secretary LaRue, whose illness has books, which I ould be glad to sho
THE UNDERFLOW
claim in the new placer mining dishim from hard wort; for an intended purchaser.
They are de
incapacitated
trict, Santa Fe County, located .May
some time.
sirably situateJ, and will be solo
and F. J.
24, by John Cunningham
cheap.
Engineer; of the U. S. Geological SurOtero.
PLAZA PROPERTY.
PASSED PERFECT
to Begin Work in the Rio
vey
The Santa Fe announces a through
To those wisliinj to catch the creai?
Grande
Valley.
PHYSICAL EXAMINATION of Plaza real estate I can offer blocks
daily sleeper from El Paso to St. Louis
via Kansas City during the World's
at figures that will double themselves
For some months the United States
Fair period. Connection for this train
George J. Gould, Who Has Large In- In less than three years.
work
at
has
been
Survey
Geological
Testin
terests
the Wabash Road,
leaves Santa Fe at 0:55 a. m. and one
Rio Grande Valley above
COAL AND TIMBER LANDS.
section has been assigned to the Santa surveying the
ing the System.
in order to deterEl
below
Paso
and
I
can
of
accommodation
sell you large tracts of lan
office
pasthe
for
Fe
mine the amount of irrigable lands .in
J. Could was recently ex- suitable for mining coal or the produ
George
sengers from this city.
Another
that section.
amined by a medical examiner at Pitts- tion of timber.
Ira M. Bond of Washington, D. C, branch of work is about to important
be underburg to test his fitness for a position
who represents several New Mexico taken for the
ORCHARDS.
purpose of ascertaining as an ordinary engineer or fireman.
wired
at
national
the
capital,
papers
the amount of underflow in the valley. The
I also have a fruit ranch In a Mgfc
physician, did not know that the
the New Mexican as follows: "Upon For a long time it has been
tate of cultivation, in the suburbs,
thought
multiwas
extending congratulations of the Re- that the underflow of the river is great man he was examining was the
attired at with a building site overlooking tin
millionaire and Gould
publican press of New Mexico to the and would be sufficient for irrigating
old
in
and entire city of Santa Pe. On it there k
an
time
the
recardigan
jacket
President on his nomination, he
the entire valley. The amount of the out shirt and cap. The physician an artificial reservoir, the only one Ol
turned most sincere thanks."
underflow has never been determined made the
Its kind in the city, 12 feet or more la
following report:
Generally fair weather is predicted and no efforts, up to this time, have
is in almost perfect lepth, holding over 125,000 gallons o)
"This
applicant
for tonight and Saturday in the south been made to this end. Secretary
from
physical condition. His biceps and water, constantly replenished,
portion but local showers may occur in Campbell of the chamber of commerce chest measurements are above the av- which the
whole place can be irrigated
the north portion. Yesterday the of El Paso, has received a letter from erage. I have marked bis eyesight
ially during the summer, and whicl)
maximum temperature was 79 degrees Charles S. Slichter, consulting engin- and
each at 100. Recommend 3ouid be stocked with Cih. The land
hearing,
de53
minimum
at 2:50 p. m. and the
eer for Elwood Mead of the United that applicant be passed. He would
of young treei
grees at 4:20 a. m. The relative hu- States Geological Survey, who is on make a good brakeman and after contains man) hundreds
tJ
varief
most
valuable
and
finest
At
cent.
20
was
Kanthe
for
in
Garden City.
per
day
midity
government work
awhile be trained for the post of loco- ties of
pears,
plums
peaches,
6 o'clock this morning the thermome- sas.
apples,
He states that he will "arrive in motive
to
have
Appears
engineer.
lpricots, cherries and other fruits, th
E! Paso shortly with a diamond drill nerve as well as
ter registered 54 degrees.
good eyesight."
of which already bear; t
Armed with this certificate, Gould greater part
Jay Turley chief engineer of the and a diamond drill expert for the purSan Juan Canal and Development pose of testing and determining the then went and took an examination for youne bearing vineyard, thousands o?
brakeman on the Wabash road, in or- tmshtn of currants and other small
Company with headquarters at Blan- amount of underflow.
beds tf asparagus,
As the bed of the river is dry at der to test the examination system on 'ruits; extensive
co in the eastern part of San Juan
work
fine
other
and
advisable
it
is
that
that
Mexican
New
hubarb,
vegetables. T
the
informs
present
that road in which he has large interCounty,
is progressing
nicely, should start at once and Mr. Campbell ests. He passed with a perfect mark. 8 scld on easy terms, an.: for muck
everything
though slowly, on the San Juan and all telegraphed Mr Slichter to that effect. Mr. Gould and President Ramsey have ess than it cost, owing to ill health ot
crops are looking fine; there is a boun- The rainy season has about started been examining the system and Mr 'ic-- owner.
tiful supply of water in the river, sev- and rainfall above the Pass City is like- Gould is determined to test it.
CATTLE AND SHEEP RANGES.
eral times as much as is being used. ly to cause a flow of water to come
In all parts of the Territory, an
which
time
at
channel
the
down
now
engagany
are
The farmers there
just
OKLAHOMA DAY.
ne in Wyoming
ed in harvesting their first crop of hay. would put a stop to the work.
The company has been rushing the surI will take
pleasure in showing
Governor of the Territory Desires a
veys on its canal as fast as it was pos- QUAY COUNTY'S
investors desirable bulls
prospective
on
sible to do so.
Large Attendance at the Fair
Ing ites in the neighborhood of the
That Occasion.
FIRST GRAND JURY
Concerning the address of Judge
Capitol, and in the vicinity of th.
John R. McFie before the Sunday
cnuich, and other localThe citizens of Oklahoma were spe- Presbyterian
School Association meeting in Albu- Six Indictments for Murder Three of
ities of the city which in a few years
cially requested to participate in the will be worth double the present as
querque during this week, the Albuthe Accused Have Been Unable to
exercises at the World's Fair on Oklaquerque Citizen says: "Judge John R.
ng price.
Furnish Bond.
homa City day, by a recent proclamaMcFie's address which dealt with the
of
Governor
tion
of
that
the
ROOMS: FURNISHED OR UNFURTerritory.
influence of the Sunday school for good
The first grand jury of Quay County In the proclamation the governor says:
NISHED.
was a masterly effort clear cut, logiFurnished or unfurnished rooms in
cal and able. The judge dealt with his last week heard a number of import- "It is my warmest desire that the citi
zens throughout the territory lend their til parts of the city.
Single, or en
subject in the broadest manner, assert- ant fcases. The court convened at
in making the day a suc- suite for light housekeeping. Some o
assistance
Chief
Justice
on
Mills,
the
for
presiding.
influence
the
that
good
ing
were returned against cess and aid in placing before the coun- them within five minutes walk of
part of the Sunday school was almost Indictments
incalculable. It was a plea for better James D. Eakin of Albuquerque, for try the magnificent development and Plaza.
and higher living, with the idea that the alleged killing of Smith and Stew- achievements of that splendid city."
OUTSIDE PROPERTY.
the young could, through the Sunday art at Tucumcari in 1902. IndictA
SPECIALTY
10 miles from the Room
were
ments
also
found
Louis
At
El
against
school, make a good start in the direcTABLE WINES Telephone 04 Isiand Cuervo,I can
sell you about 846
road,
tion of honorable and upright man Keeper. John Young, Val Carnes and
THE WINE STORE
excellent
acres; patented;
grazing
and womanhood and citizenship. The John Myers for the murder of Jose Every other lay
Huffman, Curley Carroll and Kenneth
'and.
Woodward. The murders occurred in
Convenient to Laa Vegas, I have for
The finest dinner in the city at the
the "Red Light" dance hall in Tucum- Bon Ton.
sale several large tracts of desirable
cari, November, 1902. Keeper and
and which I am permitted to sell at
Young were released under bond but
very low figure. One tract contains
Carnes and Myers being unable to give
ibout 3,500 acres, and is located about
bond in the sum of $5,000, have been
three and one-ha- lf
miles southwest of
incarcerated in the county jail of San
Las Vegas; nearly all of It Is under
from the time of their
in
Keuih
Good
a
Miguel
County
Teeth
Pralty
tot
fence; good grazing and water
arrest. The case will come up for trial
DROUGHT
PRICES
some
timber.
Another
tract
Uock;
t
bc-mea
well
set.
Our
are liko jewels
during the fall term of court in Quay
150 acres, 7 miles from
Las Vegas;
nnd women liavo Bade Sozooo.-.- r tha
County.
PER DOZ. SI PER DOZ timber and grazing, with an excellent
Standard.
Peter Essery was indicted for mur- SI
atream of water passing over It Still
der in the first degree, charged with
mother tract of 850 acres cf farming
killing John Simpson. He has been
confined in the San Miguel County jail
rrazlng and timber land, 8 miles west
Las Vegas, with running wat
for the past six months and as he was
unable to give a bond for $10,000, he
Ipom It
Santa Fe.

'

J. P. VICTORY iCARTWRIGHT-DAVI-

Seal Estate

bull-ling-

k

-

-

jt jt S. 0. CARTWRIGHT, Sec'y and Trea.
No. 250 San Francisco Street.
Grocery Telephone No. 4. Meat Market Telephone No. 49.
THE PERFECT FOOD.
good as 4c coffee but we do say that
GEO. W. HICKOX, President

flpi
'

Rice is considered the perfect food
by a majority of the world's population
Wo have recently
received, a large
consignment of this cereal and we
now offer it at prices which make it a

most economical food for all. This
is especially to be kept in mind in view
of th 3 high price of potatoes and other
vegetables.
5 lbs. Honduras Rice
25
This is a good whole grained rice
and will be found excellent value.
4 lbs.

25
Japan Rice
fhis is a grad J always heretofore
retailed by us at
lbs. for .25. :i lbs.
!

Head
Coralina
.25.
We
Rice
have never before been able to offer a
fine grade of head rice at this figure.
DRIED FRUIT.
We are in receipt of a fresh con
signment of California dried fruits.
These will be found a grateful change
roni the too heating foods so much in
use at this time of year. Dried fruits
are not: conducive to stomach troubles
as is too often the cas? with the fresh
varieties.
More economical also,
it
takes from five to ten pounds of fresh
fruit to produce one pound of dried.
8
Prunes at
10c and 12
Apples

at

Pltoios! Pnotos! Photos!

12

Peaches at

12

2

and 15c

COFFEE VALUE.

g

:

CO.

S

The

biggest value in coffee ever offered the discriminating Santa Fe pub-

lic is Chase & Sanborn's SOUTH SEA
blend at per pound paskage
,25c

We pay two cents a pound freight on
this coffee and sell it at the same price
as retailers get for it in the city of
We do not claim it to be as
Chicago.

the best coffee ever sold here at
and many think it. equal to the
grades usually sold at, 35c.
SEAL BRAND in cans only, per lb. 40c
it is

25c,

MEAT MARKET
Now is the time to be careful as to
your fresh meat. In spite of the raj
cent advances in the price of fresh

meat our prices are still very reason
able in comparison with those in other
cities. We handle only the best corn
fed beef, lamb and mutton. Cold, boil
ed ham, brains liver sweet breads,
sausages nearly always in stock. Call
ip Phone 49 or better come iu person
and see how clean and sweet our shop
is. and how we have succeeded
in
baffling the butcher's hot weather en
emy,

the

flv.

No. 4 BAKERY.
Our bake shop i,; the housewife's

friend. Our bread as made under our
esent foreman is a revelation as to
what can be and is done in the modern
bake shop. It is not our aim to raise
the bread till all the strength is gone
from the Hour, in order to make the
loaf look big. but on the contrary we
are now turning out a solid, substantial, sweet tasting loaf that it is a
pleasure for us to sell and for our customers to eat.
FRUIT AND VEGETABLES.
All the fresh fruits and vegetables
that the markets afford. Green peas,
cauliflower, beets, cucumbers, lettuce,
radishes,
strawberries,
blackberries,
apricots, sweet cherries
pineapples,
cold storage wine saps, etc., at frequent
intervals.

The Embley !
A NEW SCARF FOR

Vestless Days
MADE IN PLAIN COLORS ONLY

LED HERSCH . . .
WHOLESALE

and
RETAIL
DEALER

IN

FLOUR, flAY,
GRAIN, POTATOES,
SALT and SEEDS.

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE, N.

M.

David S. LowiUki
Dealer in New and
Second Hand

Latest designs

in Rugs and

fiiiue

Carpets.

Screen Ooors and Window Screens.

Garden Hose.
Goods sold for

;T

T

o

8

cash or on easy

BEST

. TEETH

at

Davis'

Plaza Studio

payments.

t

All Goods'delivered free of charge.

IRELAND'S PHARMACY

Htryler's Candles Received Today

Santa Fe New Mexican,

6

TERRITORIAL

THE WORLD'S FAIR LINE?
IE

1
OF COURSE.
Beeau.se

Pullman Company provides, and all
Via this line you are not put to the
dining stations (30 minutes onlv).
ear and eat at leisure the best the
A N. BROWN, G. P. A.

H HEALY,

Passenger Agent. El Paso, Texas.

ST. LOUIS AND RETURN

OTERO COUNTY.
The volunteer Are department of
Alamogordo has ordered a new fire bell
at a cost of $12.". A wooden tower will
be erected for the bell.
A new telephone line is to be built
from Weed to Alamogordo by the
'Alamo Telephone Company. The line
;will connect with the various ranches
and stations along the way. Work is
expected to begin about .inly 1.
Last week at the residence of Mrs.
Stannard at Alamogordo, William A.
Randall and Miss Bessie Donohoo were
married. The bride and groom have
just arrived from Milan.. Missouri, and
will make their home at Santa Rosa.
During the past week heavy rains
tell in the eastern portion of Otero
County which have greatly improved
conditions
there
and encouraged
ranchmen. The rains extended as far
south as Highrolls though in that section only light showers fell.
bears the above cap label.
The cattlemen of Russia, a small
Contains fully as much
community near Alamogordo. are re20
cent
lost
about
to
have
food substance per can as
per
ported
of their cattle on account of the prothe watery imitations in
Altracted drouth in that section.
in
larger cans.
cattlemen
is
less
heavy,
though the
other parts of the Territory have susIt is smooth and perfect
tained even greater losses.
because skillfully pre
Several strikers of Alamogordo were
Its ourity is
pared.
arrested some nights ago for disorderly conduct on the streets of the town.
guaranteed.
They had been drinking some time and
were in an Intoxicated condition when
Arrested, They were taken to the
Mexican ealientes served only
County jail but were released the next
morning after having paid the imposed Bon Ton.

sea-Iso-

!

99

f

$

sea-love-

TfE CrjAS. WAGJ4EH FURJWTU."
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Ask Me for

World's Fair Rates
Until you have heard what the Burlington
Route is doing for travelers to St. Louis, you
have not heard the best proposition yet made.
Just as a specialty, we will run another
Excursion June 25, and if you care to make
the trip economically, it will pay you to drop
me a postal today.

WHAT

A

1904 June. 1904

Pianos!
Musicians
Read What Accomplished
Say of the Story and Clark Piano.

a:

the

fines.

Some of the railroad employes running out of Alamogordo will ask for a
heave of absence during the dull
on the road and leave for the harvest fields of Kansas where they will
procure1 work at good salaries. In the
'fall they expect to return to AlamoIlilg.WIIJrlW
gordo and resume their work on the
Tickets on sale June 14 and 28, 1904. Good to leave
railroad.
Tin1 Hoard of Education of Alamo
St. Louis within 10 days from date of sale.
has elected one of the last
gordo.
Comfortable Day Coaches and Luxurious Chair Cars
year's teachers Professor Criedbring.
seats free.
to the prlnclpalship of the public
schools. The following other teachers
Your chance to see World's Fair at little oatlay
Miss W'illard Parkes,
were selected:
.Miss Blanche Bailey and. Miss Olive
for railroad fare.
Rapier of Alamogordo; Miss Daisy
Howran of Amarllla, Texas, and Miss
Moss of Sweetwater. Texas.
For further particulars, call on
A panoramic
view of Alamogordo
was taken by.M. Banner, the photoH. S. LUTZ, Agent.
grapher of that city, on last Sunday.
He was stationed on a high tower on
Santa Fe, N. M.
one of the city buildings and took the
picture on a set of six plates which will
be joined together and printed in one
picture. The exposures were made by
the camera on a pivot, thus
swinging
NEW MEXICO MILITARY INSTITUTE
taking in the whole landscape,
BUBWELL, NKVV MEXICO.
Two well known young people of AlMiss Bessie Donoho and
amogordo.
OF
MEXICO
SCHOOL
NEW
MILITARY
THE
William Randle were' married at the
, Established and Supported by the Territory.
home of Mrs. Stannard last Tuesday
morning. Rev. Mr. Van Valkenburg of
SIX MEN INSTRUCTORS, all graduates of Standard Eastern Colficiating. Both young people are from
comall
and
leges. New buildings,
furnishings
equipments modern and
Milan. Missouri, and have only recent
all conveniences.
baths, watr-workIv arrived in Alamogordo. They will
plete; steam-heate.make their home at Santa Rosa. The
TUITION, BOARD and LAUNDRY, 200 per session. Session is
mother of the bride accompanied
three terms of thirteen weeks each.
them here from Missouri.
ROSWELX is ti noted health resort, 3,700 feet above
At the conclusion ot the evening
service of the Methodist Church of
REGENTS Nathan Jaffa. V. M. Reed, R. S. Hamilton, J. 0. Lea
Alamogordo on last Sunday evening.
and E. A. Cahoou
Miss Alberta Dillard and W. E. Car
For particulars address
COL. J. W. WILLSON, Supt.
mack were tinted in marriage by Rev- Mr. Davis, the pastor. A large number of friends of both the young peo
ple were oresent. The bride has been
a resident of Alamogordo for a num
CD her of years and is very well and fav
orably known. Mr. Carmack is a wel
known business man of the city. Af
WE LEAD IN EVERYTHING.
ter a short trip to El Paso, Mr. and
Chinaware, Glassware, Piotmra Frames ud Moldings Stoves all Kun'm
Mrs. Carmack will be at home in Ala
Made to Order
Goods Sold on Baay Payments mogordo.
Testimony was taken before United
States Commissioner W. S. Shepherd
at Alamogordo last week for several
days relative to the saline lands of
CfjALES WAGJIER
New Mexico. By act of Congress, the
of the Territory were do
saline
"Licensed Embalmer," nated tolands
the University of New Mexico
at Albuquerque. Under this act three
selections have been made in Otero
County in three separate bodies, but
San Francisco Street.
the United States government, main
Telephone 10.
tains that the lands selected are not
Night Calls Answered from residence Telephone No. i.
saline. The Territory and the Univer
sity were represented at the hearing
by President W. G. Tight of the Uni
Legal blanks of all kinds for sale at The New Mexican office.
versity. Professor C. L. Herrlck, and
District Attorney Frank W. Clancy of
Albuquerque. Frank W. Grygla, special
agent at Santa Fe. and Professor
Stanley of Washington, appeared for
the government.

SZ5.75.

STORY

TOPICS.

Brand
Evaporated
Cream

it Is tlm

Equipment? Yes, the best the
meals served In dining ears.
Inconvenience of eating at
.lust step bacl to the dining
markets afford.

24, J 904.

Economy

only Hue which takes you to tho World's
Fair. Passengers via the EPNE are carried to our World's Fair
Station (within 300 feet of the main entrance) if desired, thereby
avoiding the crowds at the Union station and a transfer of about
thfee miles across the city. Yes, you may go to the Union station if you wish.
The EPNB is the shortest lino frsm El Paso and the great south-we- t
to St. Louis, Chicago and all points rorth. 158 miles the
shortest to St. Louis, and only 4S hours on the road.

Why.'

FrrcUY. Jane

ELESSiNG.

Santa Fe Learning t:
Appreciate.
What a blessing it is.
Sought after by thousands.
Santa Fe is finding out.
Many a mis.rable man is happy now.
Nights of unrest, days of trouble.
Any itching skin disease means
this.
Itching Piles mean it.
Eczema just as bad, and just as bed
to cure.
relieves at
But Doan's Ointment
once and cures all itchiness of the
skin.
A blessing to a suffering public.
Here's Santa Fe proof to back our
statement.
Brother Fabian of St. Michael's college, says: "I am convinced that Doan's
Ointment has merit. It was used with
success In a case w'hich came under my
observation, the authenticity of which
I will be pleased m give in a personal
Interview out of idle curiosity, but
if my Interviewer really suffers
with
any form of skin disease and wishes to
know what means to adopt to get relief. In the meantime I have no hesi
fancy in advising residents of Santa Fe
to go to Ireland's Pharmacy for Doan'n
Ointment if they require its use for
any purposes indicated."
For sale by all dealers. Priee SO cts.
Foster Milburn Co.. Buffalo, N, Y.. sole
agents for the United Stat"S. Remember the name, Doan's, and take no substitute.
Many People in

"Equal if not "uperior to any instrument I have had occasion to use."
Barron Berthold.
"Shows such superiority of workmanship and finish as must make
them welcome to any household."
Leonora Jackson.
resonant in tone and e
"Grand
" Mathillightfully sweet and tender
da Bauermeister.
"I cannot speak too r'ghly of your
pianos, they seem to be unsurpassable." It. Watkin Mills.
"Your pianos embody sweetness and
richness of tone, splendid carrying
power and excellent action." Rosa
Olitzka.
"They are mod Is for tone and
touch." Marie Engle.
"I find your piancs wonderfully sympathetic for accompanying the voice."
Lillian Blauvelt Pendleton.
"Gave the liveliest satisfaction to
me. I consider them second to none."
David Frangcon Davies.
"I think it capabl of the fullest expression of musical thought." Ellen
I Beach Yaw.
"In my opinion they rank among th
very best pianos of the day." Emile
Sauret.
"Possessed of a beautiful quality of
tone and a most sympathetic touch."
Fernando de Lucia.
"I was perfectly charmed with Its
beauty of tone and delightful touch."
Francis A llltsen.
"Their tone is sweet as well a1? resonant. Are remarkably adapted for accompanying the voice," Clementine
de Vere Sapio. i
THE STORY & CLARK PIANO CO.
Employ only expert workmen and no
piece work or contract work is done
in their factories.
They have won renown on two continents for excellence and beauty of
their instruments.
Prices and terms most liberal.
Call on the General Agent for New
Mexico,

FRANK DIBERT
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INFORMATION BUREAU OF
THE WORLD'S FAIR.
A St. Louis World's fair information
bureau has been established at 8ii
Seventeenth street, Denver, in charge
ot Phil P. Hicchcock, where interna-tiowill be ci eerfuKy f urr.ishtd.

It will pay you to advertise.

Try

SOCIETIES.
Masonic.

m

MONTEZUMA
No. 1, A., F.

LODGJI
A. M

and

Regular conimunica
tion first Monday la
each month at Masonis
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
S. SPITZ, W. M
F. P. CR1CHTON, Secretary.
SANTA

FE

CHAPTER,
Regulaf
convocation second Moa-dain each month at Ma
sonic Hall at 7:30 p. m.
W. E. GRIFFIN, H. P.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.

DnSf

No. 1, R. A. M.

SANTA FE COMMANDER
No. 1, K. T. Regular coc
?lave fourth Monday in each
month at Masonic Hall at
:S0 p. m.
F. S. DAVIS, E. C.
W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
... A.

K. OF P.

FE LODGE NO. 2, KNIGHTS
of PYTHIAS Regular meeting every Tuesday evening at 8 o'clock
Castle Hall, corner of Don Gaspar
Avenue and Water Street. Visiting
Knights given a cordial welcome.
JOHN L. ZIMMERMANN, C. C.
JOHN K. STAUFFER, K R. S.
R. H. BOWLER, Master of Finance

SANTA

I. O. O. F.

Santa Fe, N. M.
Who will show you the Story and SANTA FE LODGE NO.
2, I. O. O. 9.
Clark Pianos in the several styles and Meets
in Odd
every
Friday
evening
Walnut
finish Mahogany, Hungarian,
Fellows Hall, San Francisco street
and Golden Oak.
Visiting brothers welcome.
GEO. W. KNAEBEL, N. 8
A. P. HOGLE, Secretary.
IMPORTANT.
The Santa Fe Central now has on
A. O. U. W.
sale round trip tickets for $15, good for
return until September SO, to Cloud-crofNew Mexico, the most famous GOLDEN LODGE, No. 3, O. O. U. W.
summer resort in the southwest. For Meets every second and fourth Wedfurther information apply to B. W. Rob- - nesday at t p. m.
C. C. PIERCE, Master Workmaa.
bins, G. P. A., Santa I'e Central RailJOHN C. SEARS, Recorder.
way, Santa Fe, N. M.
t,

STARTLING EVIDENCE.

B. P. O. ELKS.

Fresh testimony in great quantity is
coming in, declaring Dr. SANTA FE LODGE No. 460, B. P. O
constantly
t
m
Ui
No,
t;iil7.)
(Small Holding
King's New Discovery for Consumption
DEFAHTMUNT OF HE INTEMOK.
Holds Its regular session on tha
United States Land Office. Santa Fo. N. ML, Coughs and Colds to be unequaled. A second and fourth
Wednesdays ot
May 8. 1R04. Notice is hereh given that the recent expression from T. J. McFar-land- ,
each month. Visiting brothers are Infolloviiig;iarr.ed claimant lias filed notice of
Bentorville, Va., serves as exam- vited and welcome.
his Intention to make final proof in support
of his claim under sections 1" and i7 of the ple. He writes: "I had bronchitis for
A. L. MORRISON, JR., E. R.
act of March 8 189 fifl Stats..
as amended
(89 (27 Stats.. 470).
by the act of February
years and doctored all the time with A. J. FISCHER. Secretary.
stid that said proof will lie made before out being benefited. Then I began tak
the Register or Receiver of the L. 8. Land
Notice foe Publication
I

.

.

OtBce at Santa
Fe. N. M.. on July 20,
1904, viz : Jose Gonzales fo- - the Tract in Sec.
I. T. 13 N.. R. 88.. N. M P. M
Me names
the follow ma- witness to orove his actual

continuous adverse possession of said tract
tor twenty years next preceding the survey
of the township, viz: Andres C de Baca of
Santa Fe, N. M.. Oeorge Trujlllo of Kennedy.
N. M., Agapito Sena, Amhrosio Pino of Galis-teN. M.

Atiy person who desires to protest against
the allowance of satd proof, or who knows of
any substantial reason, under the laws and
regulations ot the Interior Department,
why such proof should not be allowed, will
be eiven an opportunity at the above men
tioned time and place to
the
witnesses ot said claimant, and to otter evidence In rebuttal of that submitted by
claimant.
Manlkl R. Otsbo, Register.
cross-examin- e

ing Dr. King's New Discovery, and a
IMPROVED ORDER RED MEN.
few bottles wholly cured me." Equally
effective in curing all lung and throat
Santa Fe Tribe No. 5, I. O. R. M.
troubles, consumption, pneumonia and meets every Thursday eve at Odd
grip. Guaranteed by Fischer Drug Co. Fellows hall at 8 o'clock. Visiting
Trial bottles fre
regular sizes 50c chiefs cordially Invited.
and $1.00.
C. L. BISHOP, Sachem.
A. P. HOGLE. Chief of Records.
Thick and juicy steaks at Bon Ton.
Cloudcroft!
For handsome desNOTICE TO STOCKHOLDERS.
criptive literature and detailed inforThe regular annual meeting of the mation as to rates, etc., address A. N.
stockholders of the New Mexico Print Brown, G. F. & P. A., El Paso, Northing Company will be held at the office eastern System, El Paso, Texas.
of the company in the city of Santa
Fe, Territory of New Mexico on Monday July 11, 1004,4 p.m. for the election
of directors for ensuing year and for Santa Fe Filipe ani
the transaction of such business as
may regularly come before the meeting. Stockholders will please take noJewelry ManQfaGtnrinc Co.
tice.
P. F. KNIGHT,

ACUTE RHEUMATISM.
Deep tearing or wrenching pains, oc
casioned by getting wet through:
worse when at rest, or on st moving
the limbs and in cold or damp weather
is cured quickly by Ballard's Snow
Liniment. Oscar Oleson Gibson City,
Secretary.
Illinois, writes Feb. 1G, 1902: "A year
Santa Fe, N. M., June 8 1904.
ago I was troubled with a pain in my
back. It soon got so bn.l I could not
Good eating at the Bon Ton.
bend over. One bottle of Ballard's
Snow Liniment cured me." 25c, 50c,
0
Triumphs of Modern Surgery.
Wonderful things are done for the $1.00 at Fischer's Drug c i.
Beginning Just 1st the Denver & Go
human body by surgery. Organs are
Rio Grande names rates from Santa
taken out and scraped and polished
The Wabash Railroad has just is Fe as follows:
and put back, or they may be removed sued a handsome illustrated World's
To Pueblo and return, $17.55.
To Colorado Snrings and return.
N. Mondragon, Mgr.
entirely; bones are spliced; pipes take Fair pamphlet containing a three color
the place of diseased sections of veins; map of St. Louis and the fair
$19.55.
grounds
To Denver and return, $22.55.
antiseptic dressings are applied to nd half tone views of the principal
To Glenwood Springs and return,
wounds, bruises, burns and like in buildings. A copy free upon request.
juries before inflamation sets in, which P. P. Hitchcock, G. A. P. D., Denver, $28.65.
causes them to heal without watura Colorado.
Limited to 30 days from date of sale,
lanahlin Building, Dun Gasoar Avenue.
the time reuired
tion and in
stop over privilege at and north of
limit
Final
Pueblo.
October
F
31st.
by the old treatment. Chamberlain's
DO YOU WANT THE EARTH?
Pain Balm acts on this same principle
The
Earth is a new monthly illustra- H. McBrlde, agfint.
to
It is an antiseptic and when applied
ted
the Santa Fe.
such injuries, causes them to heal Tellsjournal, published by
Short orders a specialty at Bon Ton.
the truth about the great southalso
the
It
allays
pain west and California the truth is
very quickly.
gool
an soreness. Keep a bottle of Pain
THAT TIRED FEELING.
articles describing
In the
Balm in your home and it will save enough. Frequent
If you are languid, depressed and inyour part of the country. Contains letMUTUAL BUILDING &. LOAN
not
to
and
mention
time
money.,
you
ters written by farmers, stockmen and capable for work, it indicates that
ASSOCIATION
the inconvenience and suffering which fruit
raisers; men who have succeeded your liver is out of order. Herbine
such injuries entail. For sale by all and who
Of Santa Fe
give the reasons why. Strong will assist nature to throw eff headIs worth $1.40 per share and
druggists.
editorials and interesting miscellany. aches, rheumatism and ailments akin
when wotth $200. The last
A very persuasive immigration helper. to nervousness
and restore the enerdividend was nearly g per cent.
Tell your troubles to Goldie. He
Why not have it sent to friends gies and vitality of sound and perfect
Dividends are credited every six
will not only repair your watch and "back east" to do missionary work for health. J. J. Hubbard, Temple, Texas,
months.
will
ma
but
put
your
1902:
sewing
clock,
"I have used
the southwest? Regular subscription writes, March 22,
NOW! Is the time to start in.
chine or typewriter in order, and will price is 25 cents a year; worth double. Herbine for the past two years. It
guarantee satisfaction or refund your Send us 50 cents (coin or stamps) with has done me more good than all the
Further information furnished by
money. Goldie Chapman, 208 Bon Gas-pa- r names and addresses of five eastern doctors. When I feel bad and have
R.
J. CRICHTON, Secretary.
Avenue, near Normandie Hotel.
friends; we will mail the Earth to that tired feeling, I take a dose of
Office: Catron tJlock, Up Stair
them and to you for six month3. Write Herbine. It is the best medicine ever
With I. B. & R. H. HANNA.
Pumpkin pie like your mother used today to the Earth, 1120 Railway Ex- made for chills and fever." 50 cents a
bottle at Fischer Dp Co.
to make, at the Bon Ton.
change Building, Chicago.
fi--

Ste Filigree

one-thir-

d

Stock

mar-tur- es

Ticket Office. 1039 I7th St.
G W. VALLBRY, General Agent,
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220 San Francisco St., South Side of Plaza.

Indian and Mexican
Wares and Curios
Bankets, Baskets, Pottery, Rag, Wax, Feather and Linen
Drawn Work. Opals, Turquoises, Garnets
and Other Gems.

BPPmATTV
To hare the best of everything to the line.

Not Luck But Results.
That is why you see our teams so busy supplying the wants of the
ple with our fine

COAL

peo-

NERO

M O

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

in

we

That there is some difference
in wood. Our wood is the best
to be had & always at your call.

F1QE WOOD

Your order will receive prompt and careful attention.

OJLIFIT.A.IL.

Garlleld Avenue, Neur A. T.

OFFICK:

COAL YARD
& S.

Phone

F. Depot,

No. 80

THE

CLAIRE HOTEL
GEORGE E. ELLIS, Proprietor.

and
The most conveniently located and only
and
baths
sanitary plumbing
Hotel in the city. Electric lights,
First-clas- s
Cafe and Buffet
to
date.
up
throughout. Everything
Men
Commercial
Fine Sample Room for
connedted.
fire-pro-

steam-heate-

of

d

AMERICAN OR EUROPEAN PLAN.

Postal Telegraph and Cable Co's Office in the Building
CORNER PLAZA AND SAN FRANCISCO STREET.

I INCORPORATED!

Cartwright & Bro.,
WHOLESALE GROCERS
H.

All Men

MADRID NEWS ITEMS.

A. F. SPIEGELBER6

Be

Stationery,
Grain, Flour and Potatoes
Patent Medicines and Grocers' Sundries.
FKOMPT ATTENTION GIVEN MAIL OHDEKS.

SANTA FE. N. At.

Mr. and Mrs. Cns Qlsen entertained
a few friends at cards last Friday evening at their home. The list of guests
was Mr. J. 1'. Sappington and daughter, Miss Lena Sappington, Dr. and
.Mrs. Clarke. Mrs. George Flaherty and
S. Golding.
Light refreshments were
served, and Mrs. George Flaherty rendered some excellent music on the
piano.
.lames Lamb, superintendent for the
Rocky Mountain Coal and Iron Company at this place, accompanied by
James Spivcy. drove across the country to Santa Fe last Tuesday, and beyond there on the "Scenic Route" Road
to look at some property. They report that that part of New Mexico is
looking prosperous.
Mrs. J. P, Sappington, Iter two sons
and daughter, .Miss Lena Sappington,
arrived last Thursday evening, and are
the guests of Dr. and Mrs. Clarke, Mrs.
Sappington is the wife of one of the
oldest Denver & Rio Grande Railroad
engineers running out of Salida, Colorado.
Isidore Sanders, of the firm of Sanders and Son of Trinidad. Colorado.
was in cam!) last Friday looking after
business pertaining to his Arm.
Alexander Padia and wife, had the
marriage ceremony performed by the
parish priest last Sunday morning.
having been married for some years
by a justice of the peace.
Earl Turner
entertained a few
friends at. a "stag party" last Sunday
venlnu. Those Dresent were: J. W.
Sullivan. William Flaherty. George Fla
herty, Simon Golding. Dr. Clarke, and
Thomas Jones of Cerrillos. An elegant
dinner Was served in which spring
chicken and many other of the season's
delicacies figured, anil all were prepared under the able chef Thomas
Jones. Music and games were a part
of the evening's entertainment.
The parish priest who is the substitute for this place while the priest who
is regularly stationed here is in Europe, came to camp last Sunday and
Catholic
mass at the
celebrated
Church.
Born to Mr, and Mrs. Flaminio de
Lallo last Monday evening in Cerrillos.
a boy. Mother and child are doing
well."
Mrs. Clarke and Mrs. J. P. Sappington made an overland trip to Santa Fe
last. Tuesday morning. They returned
the next day. They went over for the
purpose of sight seeing, and to attend
the exercises at the conclusion of the
school year, at the Loretto Academy,
of Which Miss Carrie Olson, daughter
of flus Olson, manager of the Supply
Company Store at. this place, is one of
the pupils.
There were heavy rains at the head
of the Galisteo River last Monday eve
ning and in consequence the river at
Cerrillos was impassable for some
hours on Monday night.
YV. W. W. Jones, paymaster for the
southern division of the Rocky Mountain Coal and Iron Company, was in
camp last Tuesday and paid the camp
employes. He left on No. 2 the next
day.
Mrs (lus Olson and daughter Miss
Florence Olson left here on the Santa
Fe train No. 2. for Santa Fe to attend
of the Loretto
the commencement
Academy Tuesday night.

HOTEL ARRIVALS.
Learner, Kansas
.
Citv; .1. S. Duncan. Las Vegas; 1.
Telfer. Albuquerqui ; 15. N. Lovelace,
Trinidad: Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Woodward, Chicago; William H. Pope. Socorro; L. Lowenthal. Topeka; George
B. Monk, V. S. Geological
Survey;
Howard W. DuBois. Philadelphia; L.
BHgel, Pittsburg: E. Goodwin Aus
tin, Las Vegas; William C. Barnes,
Dorsey, N, M.; Charles M. Bregg,
B.

Palace:

BEN BOTH

B. (JUICKEL
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Jt When You Come to Albuqusrque Don't Forget

THE

ZEIGER
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CAFE

QUICKEL & BOTHE, Proprietors.

0 4t

Club Room and Billiard Hall Attached.
M

0
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THE DENVER
Denver

,,

BIO

WE

SYSTEJB

ut

Rio Grande, Rio Grande Western. Rio
Grande & Santa Fe and Rio Grande
&

Southern Railroads.
THE POPULAR LIKE TO

.

&klfc&JZlfi!S

Colorado Springs, frieblo, Cripple Creek. Lead ville.
Glenwood Springs. Aspen, Grand Junction, ia.t
Lake City, Ogden. Butte, Helena, San Francisco,
Los Angeles, Portland. Tacoma, and Seattle. Also
Reaches all the Pr ncipal Towns and Mining Camps
in Colorado, Utah and New Mexico.

THE TOURIST'S FAVORITE ROUTE
To

all Mountain Resorts

to the Pacific Coast
HT;The Only Line Passing Through Salt Lake City Enroute

TUMP
SLEW

BETWEEN

DENVER

.

Fenton. Las Vegas.
Bon Ton: Fred E. Jackson, Las Ve
gas; George Dillman, Estancia.
W. S. Brown, Ouincy,
Normandie:
Stewart,
Massachusetts; Alexander
Denver; Richard Wetmore. Albuquerque; Miss E. R. Weilder, Albuquerque;
A. T. Ewers. Davenport, Iowa.
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the middle west to New Mexico and
Arizona, the rate for the round trip
will be one fare plus $2 and tickets will
be good for 21 days from date of sale.
They will be sold every first and third
Tuesday from May to December.
in

IHIPORTHHT
in

CHHNGE.

on the Santa
Daylight PasBetween
senger Service
Santa Fe and El Paso.

Passenger Schedule

Fe Central Railway

The Santa Fe Central Railway Com
pany will inaugurate effective June 5,
1904, new passenger service between
Santa Fe and El Paso, in connection
with the El
System.
This new service will be daily
and close connection will be made at
El
Torrance, New Mexico, with the
System trains to
and from El Paso and all points south,
east, and 'west of El Paso.
Santa Fe Central train No 1 will
leave Santa Fe daily at G o'clock a. m.
and arrive at Torrance, 10:2;", a. m.,
leave Torrance 10:30 a. m. and arrive
El Paso 6 p. m. El
System train No. 4 will depart from
El Paso 7:2") a. m. arrive Torrance
:! 25 p. m.
Santa Fe Central train No.
2 will leave Torrance
:,:?,() p. m. arrive Santa Fe 8 p. m. Connection will
also be made at Torrance with all
trains to and from the east via the El
and Rock Island
Systems, all El
System trains will carry Pullman
standard, wide vestibule equipment, a
standard and tourist sleeper, also
chair car. These trains will also car
ry Rod-- : Island System dining cars in
which all meals will be served.
Attention is also called to the fact
and
that the El
slock Island systems are paying espe
cial attention to World's Fair travel.
It has been arranged for their trains
to arrive in St. Louis in the morning
and theirs' is the only line from the
southwest which has its own station
at the World's Fair grounds, and passengers traveling via this line may
leave the train at the World's Fair
gates and avoid the crowds and delay
at the Union Station.
For passenger rates and other infor,
mation address or call on B. W.
general passenger agent, Santa
Fe Central Railway, Santa Fe, New
Mexico.
:

These farming lands with perpetual water rights are now being offereS
for sale in tracts of forty acres and upwards. Price of land with perpetual water rights from 117 to $25 per acre, according to location. Pay- S
ments may be made In ten year installments. Alfalfa, grains, frulu
all kinds, and sugar beets grow to perfection.

GOLD MINES.
On this Grant, about forty miles west of Springer, N. M.. are the gold
where Important mineral
lining districts of Elizabethtowu and Baldv.
discoveries have latelv been made. Claims on unloeated ground mav &
made uuder the mining regulations of the company, which are as favorable to the prospector as the U. S. government laws.
Near Raton, N. M., on this grant, are located the Coal Mines of tha
Raton Coal and Coke Company, where employment may be found at
good wages for any wishing to "work during the seasons that (arming off
prospecting can not be successfully done.
For particulars and advertising matter apply to

The Maxwell Land Grant Co
BATON. NEW MEXICO

0J0 CALIEfiTE HOT SPRINGS.
These Celebrated Hot Springe are looted In the midst of the Ancient Cliff
miles west of
wellers, twenty-fiv- e
aos,
fifty miles north of Santa
Fe, and about twelve miles from Barranca Station, on the Denver and Rio
Grande Railway, from wjich point a
dally line of stages run to the Springs,
the temperature of these waters is
tram 90 to 122 degrees. 'j.he gases are
carbonic. Altitude, 6,000 feet. Climate
the
year
delightful
very dry and
round. There Is new a commodious
hotel for the convenience of invalids
and tourists. These waters contain
1,686.24 grains of alkaline salts to the
gallon, being the richest alkaline Hot
fpjrlntfa in the world. The efficacy of

ad

If you want
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52
61
6- 81
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9.52 a 99
10.25 aUW .Vrr

CORD AND STOVE WOOD EXTRA DRY AND CUT TO FIT YOUR STOVE

CEllllILLOS AND HAG AN COAL;
Delivered to any part of the City.
TRANSFER AND STORAGE
We Haul Everything that is Movable.

35 Santa Fe

Phore

OYOITTZ
lexican Filigree Jewelry

O.

FT

Branch Office and Yards Cerrillos, N.
MANUFACTURER

F-

DEALER IN

Watches. Clocks, Jewelry and Hand Painted China
Repairing of floe watches and Jewaliry wvrk a specialty.

Engraved vif.itlng cards with or with
out plate furnished by the New Mexi
can Printing Company.

HfMO

RUGS

ud

$
247 San Francisco

1IDIAI

GOODS

FILIGREE

at IHOLRSiLE

ill

St

CHICAGO
AND BACK
OnejWay via
ST.ILOUIS With
fcTeniDays

Stop-Ove-

r

. frojrresso.

Biancu...

...Torrance

2

8.00 p
6.650j 7.48 p
6.400 7.25 p
8,950 7 10 p
6,12) 6. SO p
t.37u 6.08 p
eiiO 5.3S p
6.1751

5 22

p

6,14.1 5.06 p

t,m
6,210
6,28.)i

6.47

4

4

41
19

n
p

4.04 p
3 .30 p

Connecting at Torrance, N. M., with
the El
System for
Kansas City, Chicago, St Louis and all
points east and for El Paso, Texas and
all points in Southern New Mexico,
Arizona and the Republic of Mexico.
Connecting at Kennedy, N. M., for
points east and west on the Atchison,
Topeka & Santa Fe Railway.
For rates and Information address
B. W. ROBBING,
General Passenger Agent,
Santa Fe, N. M.
The New Mexican Printing Com'
ness and diapatc- -.

a New Mexican want "ad."

i

All Kinds of Building Material.

7.0001

Connecting at Santa Fe, N. M., with
the Denver & Rio Grande R. R. for all
noiats in Colorado. Utah, Idaho, Mon
tana, Washington and the Great North

Try

Proprieto.
N.

CHARLES W. DUDROW,
j&
j& ? J& J0
DOORS
LUMBER - SASH

to get to the World's

Fo Central and Rock Island.

s,

Ojo Caliente. Taos County.

Rob-bins-

Fair easy, miss the rush at Union Sta-tion. St. Louis, leave the cars right at;
the World's Fair gates, take the Santa

these waters has been thoroughly a
the miraculous cures ettete4l 4
In the following
diseases: Paralyser
Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Consumption
Malaria, Brlght's Disease of the K14-neyAfla.
Syphilitic and Mercurial
tlons, Scrofula, Catarrh, La Grippe, 3
Female Complaints, etc., etc. Board,
lodging and bathlxg. 82.50 per day; H4
per week; $50 per month. Stage mW
Denver trains and waits for Rant
train upon request. This resort Is attractive at all seasons, and Is opea JB
winter. Passengers for OJo Callaata
can leava Santa Fe at 9 a. m.,
reach Ojo Caliente at 4 p. m. the
day. Fare for round trip from teat
Fe to Ojo Caliente, $7.40. For furtsK- particulars, address
ed by

ANTONIO JOSEPH.

n

June 1 st to Sept. 30th
Limit Oct. 31st

v,est.
AND

SALT LAKE CITY
OGDEN
PORTLAND
SAN FRANCISCO
LOS ANGELES

REMINGTON TYPEWRITERS

The Santa Fe announces another series of homeseekers' tickets from points

SYSTEM.

LANDS DNDSR IRRIGATION

North Bound

South Bound

6.88
7.u;

At Ireland's Pharmacy.

FARMING

OVER

Santa Fe Central Rail'y.
TI2vX: TABLE
June

n

ALAMOSA
CRIPPLE CREEK
LEADVILLE
GLENWOOD SPGS
GRAND JUNCT'N

DINING CARS

SMte Ft

E. Ballard, Dodge City; w.
D. Lee, Chicago; C. L. Jones, Pueblo;
W. McMillan, Denver; L. D. Green.
V
Denver: C. L. Ballard, Roswell;
Mrs.
I.
Fenton.
Chaffln. Las Vegas;

6.10 a

Free".

Maxwell Grant.

B.

Pittsburg.
Claire:

Corner Railroad Avenue and Second Street
"
MJSXitu
ALBUQUERQUE

who find, themselves declining in physical or mental endurance from any
cause need a nerve tonic.
If you
knew bow costly are delays in the
matter of treating; .such debility, vim
would at once begin the use of Palmo
Tablets. They make you look and
feel years younger. 50 cents.
Rook

$45

55

Full Particulars Santa Fe Ticket Offices
H.

S. LUTZ, Agent

M
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HOT CONTEST DECISION.

Indian Commissioner Jones Believes
That the Pueblos Are Able to Pay
Taxes and Should Have
Rights of Suffrage.

House Cleaning

The head of the United States InA.
.Jones;
dian Bureau. William
has decided not to contest the decision
of the Supreme Court of New Mexico
recently rendered to the effect that the
lands belonging to the Pueblo Indians
of the Territory shall be taxed. The
right to tax will carry with ii the
right of franchise and as a result the
SUGGESTS THE USE OF
vote of the red skins may be an imTerIn
the affairs of the
portant factor.
ritory soon.
It was widely believed that the Inrecommend
would
dian
Bureau
the cedeing of the land of the Pueblos
to the government to avoid taxation. but
Mr. Jones, after visiting different Pueblos of the Territory, is well satisfied
that the Indians are able to pay taxes
and so the affair will not be brought
to the attention of the federal government.
The fact that, being taxpayers the
to
Pueblo Indians would be entitled
vote, raises a question that has long
been agitated by the department of
the interior. In the ruling of the Supreme Court of New Mexico it was held
that, the Indians had received their land
grants from the Spaniards over 200
years ago and that they were not included in the federal enactment whereby they would have the privilege of
using the lands for 25 years before being subject to taxation.
The Indians were very much alarm
ed over the prospect of having to pay
a
All
taxes and numerous councils have been
held by the various Pueblo people all
SCREEN DOOR FIXTURES
over the Territory and petitions and
delegations sent by them to Washington in an endeavor to have the Indian
was
Bureau interfere.
The result
very problematical until Mr. Jones
this
made his visit to Albuquerque
week when he decided that under existing conditions It would be better to
let the matter rest as it. is now.
So it is very possible that' 'the red
men may cast neif vote as well as help
to fill the (territorial coffers with his
taxes. s '
"The matter was brought to my attention at the closing of the last term
of Congress," said Mr. Jones recently,
'and the time was then too short to
warrant my bringing that matter before that body. When I first considered the matter, it was my idea to
have the Pueblos cede back their lands
to the United States and have the gov
ernment hold them in trust for the
Pueblos. However, since visiting the
different pueblos of the Territory I
have arrived at the conclusion that the
Indians are capable of paying taxes
and that the time has come when they
must take their place with the whites
U.
:
in the southwest.
"If the Indian
commission had
brought this matter to the attention
of the federal government, as the Indians asked., the officials would no
doubt have devised some way to get
MARKET REPORT.
around the peculiar position of the Indians. I had decided to take this step,
MONEY AND METAL.
but now I have changed my mind.
cai ,
Nw York. June St. Monev on mer"To show how prosperous
Indians
BOOIS,
cent.
1 (ffi IH per
mine
lAGAZIJSfES, PERIODICALS.
are without taxation, take the little oasy, il,, manor
S
lltl 4', DBr t!61U Olivei,
own of Thurston, Nebraska, where
Headquarters for
over 0 per cent of the inhabitants 55.
Lead arid copNew Vork, Juno 91
are Indians and the 20 per cent of per, quiet, unchi nged.
whites are paying the taxes and keep
GRAIN.
ing up improvements for the whole
Wheat,
jiv- Close'.
June
Chicago,
county. These Indians are wealthy July,
80&,
Sept
88!
aoS San Francisco St.
but they have 25 years to live on their
Santa Fe. N. M.
Corn, July, 4 8Mi Sept. 48. 31 M.
Sotinds before paying taxes.
Oats. July, 38
"Remember that when the Pueblo In
PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
dians become citizens and pay taxes
Pork,
July 113.10; Sept. 813.40.
they are entitled to vote like any othSCIENTIFIC EMBALMING
Sept. 7.27.
Lard, July $7.07
of
er members
the community and it
Ribs, July,7.621 Sept. 87.84X-WOOwill be continued by the Indian comMARKET.
mission. The Indians are now hired
jm At Oar
June 21 Wool,
Mo.,
either by private individuals or by the 8t. Louis,
1G
government and buy food where they steady.
Undertaking Parlors
Territory and western medium,
please. When the Indians are not em 21; fine medium, 1C (3 17; fine, 15
The Latest Scientific Methods of Eabalsriai
17.
ployed by private individuals the govire Employed. Calls Answered from Ike Parlors Day or Night or by DOR0TE0 SENA, Ages
The Remington fypewrifer lastslciigesT. So does Hie Remington'Operatori ernment sees that they have employSTOCK MARKETS.
ment
on
railroad
or
are
the
employed
Wckoff . Seamans 81 Benedkly 327 Broadway. New York
New York, .Tune 24. Atchison 72: Frla Rood. Oar Parlors Consist of a Nicely sod Appropriately Pitted Up Salts at No. Ul
in government enterprises."
York Central, 116; Uacola
pfd.,
95; New
Ayeaae, West Side Plain, Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Mr. Jones went to Isleta yesterday Pennsylvania,
115: Southern Pacific,
WVCKDFF. SBAMaNS &BENEDICT, l645Champa St., DENVER, Colo
U.
to confer with the Indian council in
Pacific,
Union
ALL KINDS OF PICTURE FRAMING.
83K;pfd., 92;
46;
NEW MEXICAN PRINTING CO.. Dealers. Santa Fe. N. M.
that pueblo which has requested that S. Steel, 10; pfd., 56.
he give them a short time to hear their
8TOCK.
side of the question. After visiting the
Kansas City, Mo., June 24. Cattle
various Pueblo villages of this section, market
steadv.
Mr. Jones and his party will go to San
86.40; SouthNative steers, $4.25
85 50; Southern
Francisco.
ern steers, 82.75
84.00; native cows and
cows, 81.50
FINE MONUMENTS TO ORDER.
heifers, 82.00 (3 85.50; Stockers and
ROHIBITIONISTS FOR MILES. feeders, $2.75
$4.75; bulls, 82.50
ALL KINDS OP MINERAL WATERS
MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY PILLED
84. au; western
83.00
$4 25; 'calves,
j jt jt
The Trade Supplied From One Bottle to a Carload.
$6 00; western cows,
He Will Likely Be Given First Place steefs, $4.f0
$4.25.'
82.00
on the Ticket and Jones and
Guadalupe Street, Santa Fe, N. M. Phone No. 38.
Sheep market steadv.
Carroll Second.
85 30: lambs, 85.00
Muttons, 84.50
84.80;
$0.80; Range wethers, 81 00
Alonzo E. Wilson, national chairman Ewes, $3.50
$4.80.
of the Illinois Prohibition
committee,
Chicago, June 24. Cattle market,
stated yesterday at Chicago that there steady.
.
.
Good to prime steers, d.ou vs u.uu,
had been a wonderful change in the
stockers
40;
50
$5
84
sentiment in the ranks of that party aoor to medium,
84.50; cows $1.50
82.50
during the last ten days and that most and feeders,
$5.50; canmrs,
$2.00
heifers,
$4.50;
of its prominent men have declared for
84 25;
$2.80; bulls, $2 00
$1.50
General Nelson A. Miles and predicted
Texas fed steers,
86.00;
$2.50
calves,
Now paint is suttinly cheap ernuff
t done hearn de white folks talkin'
Miles' nomination on the first ballot at $4.60
$5.40.
Ter suit de public pusses,
"Bout our gran' new city streets,
the national Prohibition convention at Sheep market steady.
I
am
de
An'
reason
dat's
An de va'r'us new improvements
why
Good to choice wethers, $4.75 (3 85.S5;
Indianapolis next week. Samuel P.
A writin' uv dese vusses.
$4.75;
Oat on ebry side we meets,
Jones of Georgia, or George W. Car- fair to choice mixed, $4.00
$4.75; western
So now my frien' tek my advice
Ar' it somehow sorter seemster me
roll of Beaumont, Texas, will be given western sheep, $3.50
$5 00; spring lambs,
Paint yo' house an' paint it quick
lambs, $4.00
Hits our duty, dogged if 'taint,
second place.
Wishing to retire from business I will sell my
$7.00.
$4.50
An Sherwin-William- s
am de paint
To kiver some o' our houses
entire stock of
What's sholy gwin' ter stick.
Wid a bran new coat o' paint.
LOW RATES TO COLORADO.
WEATHER BUREAU NOTES. I INDIAN
U.
S.
MEXICAN BLANKETS, POTTERY
Via Santa Fe.
Forecast for New Mexico: Generally
Denver and return $22.55. Colorado
THERE'S "MORE TRUTH THAN POETRY" IN UNCLE RASTUS "VUSBASKETS. DRAWN WORK. CURIOS, ETC.
In south portion tonight and SaturSprings $19.55. Pueblo, $17.55, on sale fair local showers
in
north
portion.
SES." PAINT YOUR HOUSE WITH
daily, good to return until October 31. day;
At less than Cost
Yesterday the thermometer registered
Call on Santa Fe agents.
as follows: Maximum temperature, 79
S3
H. S.LUTZ,
THE SHERWIN WILLIAMS PAINTS
degrees, at 2:50 p. m.; minimum,
TOURISTS:
Agent, Santa Fe. degrees, at 4:S0 a. m. The mean24 hours was 66 defor
the
temperature
IS
HE
WHAT
HE
TALKING
ABOUT.
KNOWS
FIND
,
.
WILL
I
a
nr.
a
i J i.
M
YOU
Do
per cou
fees. neiBMve uumiuity,
"The Grand Canon of Arizona,"
at 6:00 a. in. today 54
124 pagTemperature
of
volume
illustrated
superbly
.
&
es. Fifty cents a copy. Apply to H. S. degree.
Lutz, city agent of the Atchison, To
Cloudcroft, "Nature's Roof Garden."
peka and Santa Fe Railway In the Ca- Season June 18 to
Send for Catalogue
September 30, 1904.
Sign of the Old Cart
tron Block.

Ti

HOUSEHOLD AMMONIA,
BORAX,
CHLORIDE LIME

Bargains
to Offer You

CARPET
CLEANING
CO A P06I N D

This Week.

SCREEN DOORS

Sizes and

Large Assortment to Choose From

Wate Filters. Wate Coolers.

And Various Disinfectants. We
carry a large stock of all and

LAWN FURNITURE

Settees and Chairs
Lawn Mowers
Good Offerings in Qtieensware

can furnish them at reasonable
prices.

SANTAFE

FISCHER DRUG CO.

HARDWARE
& SUPPLY CO.

230 San Francisco Street

Santa Fe,

F(.

JACOB WELTMER
STATIOEY,

SCHOOL SUPPLIES

Fine Confectionery and Cigars

-

is

DUDROW

&

MONTENIE

Lemp's St Louis Beer.

GOLD

S

OLD CURIOSITY SHOP
CLOSING

Uncle Rastus on Paint.

OUT

SALE!

and

you know that you miss half of Santa Fe if
you do not visit our Curio Store Free Museum

1

EBEL

The Hardware Dealer

CATRON BLOCK, NO: 3 1.

SANTA FE, N. M.

$

The New Mexican prints the news.

It will pay you to advertise. Try

It--

Cor. San Francisco Street and Burro AlUy

